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READING LANDSCAPES:
MATERNAL LOVE IN 
CLASSICAL TAMIL POETRY
Anne David

Pu!an"#$!u 2781

The old woman’s shoulders 
were dry, unfleshed,
with outstanding veins; 
her low belly was like a lotus pad. 

When people said 
her son had taken fright, 
had turned his back on battle
and died, 

she raged
and shouted, 

“If he really broke down
in the thick of battle,
I’ll slash these breasts
that gave him suck,”

and went there,
sword in hand. 

Turning over body after fallen body, 
she rummaged through the blood-red field
till she found her son, 
quartered, in pieces, 

and she rejoiced
more than on the day
she gave him birth. 

This poem was composed nearly two millennia ago in
Tamil Nadu, South India. It belongs to a corpus of more than

Anne David is an alumna of St. John’s College and the University of Chicago, and is
currently a research scientist at the University of Maryland’s Center for Advanced
Study of Language, where she works on South Asian Languages.
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Classical Tamil poetry has two genres. Poems of
romance and eros are classified as akam, meaning ‘inside,
interior’, while poems on all other subjects are called
pu!am, meaning ‘outside, exterior’. Akam poems address
our inner life, the life of heart and home. Pu!am poems
address all aspects of public life: they praise kings, recount
battles, sing of famine and death, lament the dire poverty of
poets.

Manifest in the Cankam works is a tension between
these two worlds—public and private, political and do-
mestic. We gain insight into both kinds of poem, their
language of landscape, and the tension between them, when
we examine the one female character who, in Martha
Selby’s words, “may cross the membranous boundary be-
tween akam and pu!am,”4 who alone has been given a voice
in both genres—the Mother. We see the mother as a
powerful voice in both the akam and pu!am poems, facing
two kinds of maternal loss: that of her daughter to a young
man and that of her son to the warpath. While prominent in
the akam poems, the mother is a rarer character in the
pu!am world; nevertheless, she is fiercely present in a small
pu!am sub-genre on mothers and warrior sons. 

The civilization that produced this exquisite lyric poetry
of love, war, and kingship was suffused with savagery. At
the turn of the first millennium of the Common Era, South
India was dominated by three great dynasties reigning over
many smaller leaders—a world of kings and chieftains who
patronized the arts and waged brutal wars against each
other. Poetry served as a vehicle of patriotic persuasion.
Through the voices of the pu!am poets, the ancient Tamil-
ians glorified courage and ferocity. They regarded death in
battle as a moral obligation, and as the greatest of honors.
One pu!am poem, spoken by a mother, is a lyrical list of
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two thousand exquisite, tightly constructed lyric verses writ-
ten in the Tamil language. Tamil is one of the two classical
languages of India; the other is Sanskrit. Along with Greek
and just a handful of other languages, Tamil has among the
longest continually attested written traditions in the world,
one that began around the second century before the
Common Era, when literature flowered in South India in the
form of these lyric poems of love and war. 

They are called the Cankam2 poems, from the belief that
they were composed at a legendary center of art and learn-
ing, a Cankam, that was patronized by the south Indian
kings. What we now call the Cankam period of classical
Tamil extended until about the fifth century CE. We have
well over two thousand of these poems, ranging in length
from three lines to about eight hundred, probably only a
fraction of what was actually composed. They were pre-
served on palm leaf manuscripts, which are susceptible to
humidity, fire, and insects; and because of their largely secu-
lar and often erotic content, they have also been subject to
human negligence and even malice. We also have a con-
temporaneous grammar, the Tolk"ppiyam, which describes
both the language of the poems and the elaborate semiotic
and aesthetic system on which their descriptions draw.
There were about four hundred poets, of whom some two
dozen were women; though still small, this proportion is
unusually high among classical corpora.3

The poem above depicts a mother’s elation when she
learns her role in society has been fulfilled because her son
has died with honor in battle. Her triumph is underscored by
the stunning image of her standing in a blood-soaked field
of bodies. Vivid portraits of battlefields are common among
the Cankam poems, where setting is integral, and they are
often depicted through metaphors of other landscapes:
agrarian, desert, sea. 
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power extended both to taking and giving life; his control
over the sacred depended on his ruling justly.9 Likewise, the
fertility of his land and the well-being of his people depend-
ed on his maintaining that connection to the sacred.

So these violent warrior kings are also praised as loving,
nurturing givers of life: the king is called the life-breath of
the kingdom;10 other poems liken him to the sun. And he is
explicitly compared to a mother: an adoring subject is
drawn to the powerful king “like a child that runs to suck his
mother’s flawless breast.”11 The two landscapes of his king-
dom—martial and agrarian—often merge into one, as fields
of battle are likened to fields of harvest. The poems startle
with metaphors of soldiers tilling the earth with their spears
and piling up haystacks of corpses, or of an elephant’s head
rolling along the soil “like a plow.”12 Even the warrior with
enemy guts entangling his feet is compared in the next line
to a mother cow defending her calf, as he fights for his com-
rade. 

The family is in some ways a mirror of the kingdom.
Like kings, women were also regarded as vessels of sacred
power, power that was no longer benevolent if they cast off
their chastity and domestic virtue within marriage, just as
royal sacred power was harmed by kingly vice.13 And just as
a virtuous king brought prosperity to his people, a virtuous
wife brought fortune and fertility to her family. Where a su-
perior king is compared to the sun, a wife who has produced
a male child is said to “light up the house” like a lamp.14

The family appears most frequently in the akam poems,
which are love poems composed under the guidelines of an
intricate and highly structured rhetorical system. The poet
always speaks in the persona of one of the characters in a
generic love story: a young woman or her lover, her friend
or his friends; her mother or nurse; occasional passersby; or,
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societal duties: her duty is to bear sons, the father’s duty is
to make them noble, the blacksmith’s to furnish them with
arms, the king’s to exemplify good conduct—and the son’s
duty is to make war.5

In other verses we hear how the bodies of stillborn sons
and the elderly male dead were slashed with swords so that
they too might carry the honor of battle-wounds into the
afterlife. One poem describes a frenzied hero on the battle-
field thus: “Like an elephant in chains, he is hindered only
by the guts that are entangling his feet.”6 Still other poems
describe a post-victory ritual in which the conquerors build
a hearth of severed heads, then boil the remains of the van-
quished dead. And there are poems like the one above
whose common theme is the prideful, bloody-minded mo-
ther of a slain warrior. 

But the pu!am anthologies also include poems cele-
brating life, poems about hospitality, drunkenness, the joy
of fatherhood. So we see in this literature a society strug-
gling with this universal human dilemma: how do we live
well and raise happy families in a world filled with peril?
And in these poems, no figure embodies the conflict be-
tween a desire for domestic tranquility and an ethic that
glorifies slaughter more than that of the king. Kings are
central to the pu!am poems. They are vital to the world they
rule. One poem says, “Rice is not the life of this world nor
is water the life! / The king is the life of this world!”7 A king
was expected to be brave and ferocious against the enemy,
but kind and magnanimous to his people.

George Hart has talked about the Tamil king as the
mediator of sacred power: the modern Tamil word for
temple, k%yil, is etymologically ‘place of the king’, and the
indigenous Tamil word for ‘god’, i!aivan (literally, ‘he who
is highest’) originally referred to the king.8 The king’s
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tions and situations that engulf their two young lovers.
Here’s an example: 

Ku!untokai 35615

A man who wears a hero’s anklet
keeps her safe as she hurries
through scant, dry lands 
where the shade shrinks and dies.
At the bank of a scorched pool, 
she sips at muddy, steaming water. 

Where does she find the strength,
this girl, soft as a sprout, 
with her tiny, curving bracelets? 

She had refused even to touch milk,
mixed with fine puffed rice 
in a bowl clad in blushing gold
that I’d held out for her,
saying that it was too much. 

There are three important elements in this lyric vocab-
ulary. The first is landscape, of which there are five types.
This poem’s landscape is p"lai, the wasteland, which con-
veys a theme of hardship and separation. The second key
element is the native constituents of that landscape: flora,
fauna, local people, and gods. These two elements—the
landscape and its denizens—constitute the setting and
evoke the third element, the mood or situation. So when a
love poem mentions stagnant water, midday heat, lizards,
cactus, or bandits, the experienced reader recognizes the
desert wasteland, and knows that the situation here is elope-
ment—two young lovers are enduring danger and depri-
vation for the sake of being together. 

The speaker is the young heroine’s mother or wetnurse.
There are several of these desert elopement poems in which
the mother reminisces about feeding milk to the daughter
now lost to her. Typically she contrasts the girl’s youth and
delicacy with the hardships she is surely suffering in the
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in the poems that take place after marriage, the husband’s
mistress. Each poem depicts one of five stages of love, as
well as certain moods, emotions, and situations that are
characteristic of those stages. 

No one is ever named in the akam poems; the characters
are all types, abstractions of the sort of people commonly
caught up in any tale of young, romantic love. (Pu!am
poems always identify kings and eminent personages by
name; for that reason they are more useful for dating the
poems.) The hero and heroine are known simply as the
talaivan and talaivi, the ‘main man’ and ‘main woman’.
This anonymity emphasizes the universality of the events
and emotions depicted in the poems. 

Each poem is a single soliloquy, spoken to one of the
other characters or sometimes to the world at large—never
to us. We, the audience, are always in the role of eaves-
dropper. The focus is usually on the woman’s experience of
love; the most frequent speakers are the heroine and her
girlfriend confidante. Common themes are her grief, anxi-
ety, suffering, and most of all her helplessness in the absence
of her lover. The poems make it clear, however, that her
helplessness arises from societal constraints; hers is not an
emotional or physical helplessness. She has to stay put most
of the time: we see her confined by village gossip, parental
control, and later, motherhood. 

Paradoxically, it is these akam poems that are most im-
bued with representations of the objects of the outer world.
Highly stylized rules associate the exterior landscape with
the interior landscape of human passion. Such associations
transform the different Tamilnad landscapes—desert and
seascape, wilderness and paddy, mountain and plains—into
an entire poetic language, where all the plants, animals, and
human beings not only connote, but often denote the emo-
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I don’t really know.
This womb was once
a lair 
for that tiger. 

You can see him now
only on battlefields. 

But more often she has lost him utterly, in poems exhort-
ing mothers to proper pride and joy at his brave death. The
message: it was her duty to produce him and her culmi-
nating duty to give him up to war. But these are highly so-
phisticated poems, and as the exterior and interior land-
scapes of human life speak to each other in them, there are
sometimes signs of ambivalence towards the desirability of
death on the battlefield. 

Earlier I alluded to a pu!am poem that lists people’s du-
ties—the mother bears sons, the father teaches them nobil-
ity, and so on—ending with the son’s duty to make war. That
poem is more complicated, however, than I suggested.
Whereas everyone else gets one duty and one line of verse,
the son’s battle-duties are several and take up two lines: the
mother enjoins him to wage war with his shining sword, kill
enemy elephants, and come back home, not seek death in the
field. In a similar vein, a mother defiantly rejoices at the safe
return of her son as she recounts the warriors’ ritual drink
before battle:

Pu!a#"n$!u 28618

Like white goats, the young men surrounded him
and a cup was passed above the heads of many
to my son and yet it did not lead to his 
being laid out on a legless bed 
and covered with a pure white cloth. 

And in another poem, we see a mother beholding her
badly wounded son, who has been laid out on his shield. As
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barren waste where the couple has fled. In all five akam
settings, the mother of the young lovesick heroine worries
for her daughter’s safety, happiness, and reputation: 

Ainku!un$!u 37916

United with the man 
with the gleaming white spear,

is going through the forests 
where herds of bull elephants roam
on dew-covered slopes 
sweeter to her
than the pleasure
of a good marriage 
in the company of her dearest friends,
I wonder? 

The forests, elephants, and dew-covered slopes tell us
that this poem’s landscape is kurinji, the cool, wild hill-
country, the setting for premarital love and secret midnight
trysts. These kurinji poems, of course, tend to be the most
sexual of the poems, although the eroticism is implied
through proxies; for instance, her lover’s gleaming spear.
The roaming herds of bull elephants also suggest uncon-
trolled male lust; the mother is implying a contrast between
what her daughter has chosen and a “good marriage,”
approved by those who truly care for her. (Most comparisons
in Cankam poetry are by implication. Subtlety is the norm.) 

In the pu!am poems, we see the mother of a young
warrior grumbling about her loss of control over him: 

Pu!a#"n$!u 8617

You stand against the pillar
of my hut and ask: 

Where is your son? 
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women’s sexual parts. Those leaf garments were believed to
protect chastity,20 and elsewhere in the poems, the image of
destroyed garlands and other plants can signify that a sexual
act has taken place.21 We have a similar metaphor in Eng-
lish: the blood on the leaves suggests here the deflowering
of a virgin, reminding us of the akam mother’s worries for
her daughter’s virtue. Further, the leaves of the nocci tree are
a common motif in akam poems, where the mother of the
lovesick heroine remembers her little girl in happier times,
playing by a nocci tree. 

So again a pu!am poem about a wounded young warrior
invokes an akam poem about a nostalgic mother grieving for
her lovelorn daughter. This is how the Cankam poems speak
to one another. To an audience steeped in this imagery, the
mixing of akam and pu!am through the juxtaposition of a
bloody battle wreath with images of happy little girls and
chaste, bejeweled young maidens would be both obvious
and jarring.

All these poems gainsay the poems that glorify combat,
extol ferocious kings, and speak of inflicting sham war-
wounds on males who die in peacetime. Moreover, they
challenge the implicit injunctions on mothers to desire and
celebrate the death of their sons in battle.

With this in mind, let us look at one last poem: 

Pu!a#"n$!u 29522

There, in the very middle
of battle-camps 

that heaved like the seas, 

pointing at the enemy 
the tongues of lances,

new-forged and whetted, 

urging soldiers forward 
with himself at the head 

in a skirmish of arrow and spear, 
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he denies that he can feel the arrow in his flesh, she remem-
bers his childish fear when she had once scolded him for not
drinking his milk. These lines directly recall the bereft
mother of the akam poems who compares her daughter’s
stoicism in the desert with her childish distaste for milk.
This allusion in the mouth of the mother bending over her
wounded son suggests that she is not proud, but grieving
and bewildered.

A marvelous intersection of interior and exterior land-
scapes occurs in the following pu!am poem about a slain
warrior’s garland: 

Pu!a#"n$!u 27819

The chaste trees, dark-clustered,
blend with the land 
that knows no dryness; 
the colors on the leaves 
mob the eyes. 

We’ve seen those leaves on jeweled women,
on their mounds

of love. 
Now the chaste wreath lies slashed
on the ground, so changed, so mixed
with blood, the vulture snatches it
with its beak, 
thinking it raw meat. 

We see this too 
just because a young man

in love with war 
wore it for glory.

So a warrior has been killed—killed so brutally that the
wreath he wore on his head looks to a vulture like bloody
flesh. This powerful poem uses the image of leaves in
several ways to blend akam and pu!am themes. First, the
poet invokes the landscape of akam poems by reminding us
that nocci leaves, used here as battle attire, also cover young
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interjection for grief and pain, still used today, is the word
aiy%, which contains /ai/. Even cross-linguistically, these
three sounds, /ai/, /!i/, and /!/ are onomatopoeic sounds of
wailing.23

Now let’s turn to the poem’s diction. The other poems
depicting proud mothers of dead sons all use the word
ci!uva# for ‘son’. Outside of those poems, this word is a
relatively uncommon locution for a ‘boy-child’; its literal
meaning is ‘little one (male)’. It is otherwise used senti-
mentally to refer to actual little boys. So the battle-death
poems are actually describing a mother’s joy at seeing her
“little one’s” body scattered all over the battlefield. Here
sentimentality has turned maudlin. Auvaiy!r has taken care
to avoid this tone by pointedly not using the word in her
poem. I say “pointedly” because first, everyone else uses it,
and second, because it would have been more metrically
suited to the line. Her choice of vi&alai ‘youth’ over ci!uva#
‘little boy’ means that the final syllable must be long by
position rather than by nature, because in Tamil prosody, /ai/
is considered short.

Let us look next at the imagery. The poem begins with
the word ‘sea’ (ka&al) and ends with the word ‘mother’ (t"y).
The oncoming armies are twice likened to the rising, heav-
ing ocean, while the mother’s breasts are initially described
as v"&u ‘withered’—a word associated with the desert. But
then her breasts begin to spring or flow, and after that, to
gush or surge, like the wide, swelling, deep sea. The word
used to describe her son’s body, citai ‘scattered’, refers else-
where in the poems to sand on a beach. So the  mother starts
out like a desert and then, as the poem culminates, she
becomes like the ocean, which reclaims scattered sand as it
surges forth. 

Linking an ordinary human being with vast and
powerful landscapes such as the desert and the sea is almost
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cleaving through 
an oncoming wave of foes,

forcing a clearing, 

he had fallen 
in that space

between armies, 
his body hacked in pieces: 

when she saw him there 
in all his greatness,
mother’s milk flowed again
in the withered breasts 
of this mother 
for her warrior son 
who had no thought of retreat.

This poem is by Auvaiy!r, one of the two most famous
of the Cankam poets, and one of the few women among
them. Auvaiy!r also wrote the poem of the mother rejoicing
that her son has not come back on a cloth-covered bier, so
we have some idea where her sympathies lie. On the
surface, this poem seems yet another portrait of the proud
mother of a dead war hero. If we examine this joy more
closely, however, we will find that the poem suggests a dif-
ferent theme. 

Let us look first at the prosody. This poem is full of the
sound of grief. Tamil poetry uses internal rhyme: in the tran-
scription of the poem provided in the appendix, you can see
that the poet has a quadruple internal rhyme in lines four,
five, and six, and further, that the vowel sound in that
rhyme—/ai/—is frequent throughout the poem. (An unsci-
entific sur-vey of a few nearby poems of similar length
shows that the sound /ai/ occurs about 30 percent more
often in this poem.) You can also see that its long-voweled
counterpart /!i/, a much rarer sound in Tamil, occurs three
times, and the long vowel /!/ seven times—also higher
counts in comparison with other poems. A common Tamil
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with society’s expectations. In contrast, all the authorial
choices of this last poem—weaving the sounds of grief
throughout the verse, rejecting histrionic clichés, attributing
uncharacteristic primal powers to the mother—suggest that
it is a subversive rejoinder to Pu!an"#$!u 278 and the other
poems that share its bellicose theme. While a sanguinary
attitude towards maternal loss prevails in the pu!am genre,
the mother’s anguished voice in this poem and a handful of
others offers a compelling counterweight to the glorification
of war those poems celebrate.

14 THE ST. JOHN’S REVIEW

unheard of in the language of these poems. People are
frequently compared to things in the landscape, especially
animals: young men are often likened to tigers or elephants,
young women to does, flowers, or ripe fruit. But integral
parts of the landscape are reserved for the king, who is
compared, for example, to the sun. We are reminded again
that both the king and the virtuous mother are vessels of
sacred power. Her flowing milk is a further reminder of this,
because mother’s milk has sacred powers; indeed, husbands
are portrayed as fearful of being touched by it.

So this breastfeeding imagery itself, rather than convey-
ing the standard image of a joyful, patriotic mother, supports
an interpretation of this poem as iconoclastic. For if the con-
ventional reading is the only one, then this female poet is
taking liberties with the biology of maternal love. The old
mother’s breasts spurting forth milk at the sight of her dead
son portrays the let-down reflex that all nursing mothers
know. It is triggered inexorably in mothers by their baby’s
cry, and powerful sense-memories of it linger years after
weaning. The image is first of all an allusion to other
Cankam portraits of grieving mothers nostalgic for the long-
gone days of milk-fed little ones. This mother is neither
pleased nor proud  her son has died.  Furthermore, any moth-
er knows that the maternal let-down reflex is not accom-
panied by joy or pride, but by anxiety for the baby, together
with an intense desire to soothe the infant, and to banish its
hunger, sadness, fear, or pain. As her grief cries out in the
sounds of the poem, this mother’s despair amplifies her
sacred powers in response to a futile wish to succor her lost
son.

The raging mother of our first poem is certainly not a
weak or passive figure as she echoes her son’s war deeds,
rampaging through corpses on the battlefield, sword in hand.
But in her violent mania and ultimate joy, she is complying
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APPENDIX: TRANSCRIPTION OF Pu!a"#n$!u 295

ka"al ki#ar-nt-a$$a ka""%r n!ppa&
SEA RISE-PTCP-LIKE MILITARY CAMP MIDDLE

vent-u v!y va"i-tt-a  v'l talaippeyar-i
BE.HOT-CVB EDGE SHARPEN-PST-PTCP SPEAR APPROACH-CVB

t("u ukai-ttu e)u tar-%u tura-ntu e*-i ñ!"pi$
CROWD DRIVE-CVB RISE GIVE-CVB DRIVE-CVB SHOOT-CVB BATTLE

varu-pa"ai p()n-tu v!yppa"-a vila+k-i 
COME-ARMY PASS.THROUGH-CVB FIND.A.WAY-INF DESTROY-CVB

i"ai.p-pa"ai a)uva-ttu citai-ntu v'*!k-iya 
MIDDLE-ARMY DEEP.SEA-OBL BE.SCATTERED-CVB BE.SEPARATED-PTCP

ci*appu"ai.y-!#an m!&pu ka&-"u aru#-i
SUPERIORITY-POSSESSOR GLORY SEE-CVB REJOICE-CVB

v!"u mulai %*-i cura-nt-a$a
WITHERED BREAST FLOW-CVB GUSH-PST-3PL

oo"-! p%"kai vi"alai t!y-kk-'.
FLEE-NEG STRENGTH YOUTH MOTHER-DAT-EMPH

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

3PL: third person plural
CVB: converb
DAT: dative
EMPH: emphatic
INF: infinitive
OBL: oblique
NEG: negative
PST: past tense
PTCP: participle
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NOTES
1 Translation in Ramanujan 1985, 182.
2 Pronounced sung-gum. Sometimes transliterated as Sangam.
3 Dr. Stephanie Nelson, private communication.
4 Selby 2000, 101. 
5 Pura 312.
6 Pura 275; Hart’s translation in Hart and Heifetz 1999.
7 Pura 186; Hart’s translation in Hart and Heifetz 1999.
8 Hart 1975, 13.
9 Hart 1975, 15.
10 Pura 186.
11 Pura 379, Hart’s translation in Hart and Heifetz 1999.
12 Hart 1975, 32; Hart and Heifetz 1999, xix; Pura 19, 342.
13 Hart 1975, 93ff.
14 Pu!a 314; Aink 405.
15 Translation in Selby 2000, 194-5.
16 Translation in Selby 2000, 193.
17 Translation in Ramanujan 1985, 184.
18 Translation in Hart and Heifetz 1999, 168.
19 Translation in Ramanujan 1985, 186.
20 Hart 1975, 93.
21 Hart 1975, 172.
22 Translation in Ramanujan 1985, 183.
23 These three sounds are highlighted by red type in the transcription
of the poem.
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THE TOCQUEVILLEAN
MOMENT
Wilfred McClay

I am delighted and honored to be back at St. John’s again,
and to have the privilege of addressing this community of
which I feel so enduringly a part, a community built around
a great shared enterprise: the serious reading and re-reading
of old books. Returning to the College is always a pleasure
because it is a return to my intellectual and moral roots, and
to the themes that have preoccupied me ever since I gradu-
ated. Few things are more renewing, more rejuvenating.

I find that the word “rejuvenating” is particularly apro-
pos, provided that you understand what I mean by it. I am
not using it as one does when talking about taking a pleas-
ant stroll down memory lane, waxing sentimental about the
past. I am using it in its original etymological sense of
“being made young again.” Returning to the College can be
rejuvenating in that sense because of something that you
tend not to realize when you are a student here (although you
might catch a glimpse of it), but that becomes much clearer
with the passage of time. As you get older, you come to see
that the deep appeal of old books is not only that they are
wiser than us, but also that they are younger than us. Let me
explain this seeming paradox. The word “archaic” is gen-
erally used as a pejorative meaning “out-of-date” or “obso-
lete.” But as every Johnnie knows, the word comes from the
Greek arch', which refers not only to the antiquity of things
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which you lavish your attention here, draws its abundant life
from its greater closeness to the origins of things. 

I deviated somewhat from the true path by becoming a
historian—but not really very much. I never aspired to be a
prodigal son. Indeed, from the very beginning I appreciated
the fact that my tutelage at St. John’s would keep me safe
from the worst temptation of my field, which is to reduce
ideas, writers, and artists—and more or less everything else
worthwhile—to being nothing more than a product of their
context. In that sense, I remember a moment in my
graduate-school days at Johns Hopkins in which it became
clear to me that I would always be different from my
historian peers in firmly rejecting such reductionism. It was
a seminar on a paper dealing with the art and life of El
Greco, and I was stopped short by a casual, slightly apolo-
getic comment from the distinguished paper giver: “Of
course, the point of studying El Greco so closely is for the
insight it affords into the Toledo in which he lived.” I rea-
lized in a flash that, of course, he was entirely wrong. In fact,
he had it precisely backwards. So far as I was concerned, the
point of studying Toledo was the insight it gave one into the
life, and ultimately the work, of El Greco. Having come so
firmly to that conviction, I have stuck to it ever since. And
the firmness of that conviction is something I almost cer-
tainly owe to St. John’s. The study of history, for me, should
always strive not to reduce ideas but to dramatize them, to
put them up on the stage of life and put them into motion, to
make vivid the ways that certain extraordinary individuals
have wrestled with the conditions of their existence and
have attempted to order them and make sense of them—
with a view to how we might do the same. 

I have tried to follow that pattern in these remarks on the
great French writer Alexis de Tocqueville. His work can
certainly be read profitably without very much reference to
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but also to their foundational character. An arch' is a deep
spring from which all else emanates. The truest form of
“archeology” would not be merely a search for what is older,
but a search for what is primary, for what is closest to the
origins, for what undergirds and sustains us, even if some-
times it is buried or otherwise hidden from our sight. 

Hence at St. John’s “the shock of the new” has never
been the specialty of the house. After all, the shock of the
new can be had any hour of the day, and indeed can hardly
even be avoided in today’s world. In fact, expressing one’s
admiration for the shock of the new has become so routine
that it has acquired the aspect of a solemn bourgeois obliga-
tion. I have even read letters of recommendation from staid
dissertation advisors who praise their doctoral students for
having written “highly transgressive” doctoral dissertations.
I am not sure what that means. But I am confident that it is
not really very shocking. Instead, what you seek and savor
here at St. John’s is the shock of the old, that electric and
uncanny sense of communion, across space and time, with
countless others who have shared our human condition. And
that can be very shocking indeed, because it is so often a
strange and unpredictable encounter, an interplay between
what is familiar and what is unfamiliar.

Let me give an example of what I mean. In the 1930s,
journalist Rebecca West and her husband described their en-
counter with remote Yugoslav tribesmen who still sang and
recited oral epics in the Homeric fashion. These bards re-
counted actions that “must have been made a million million
million times since the world began,” but in each new telling
seemed “absolutely fresh.” Thus, when one reads in the Iliad
of a man drawing a bow or raising a sword, “it is,” West
wrote, “as if the dew of the world’s morning lay undisturbed
on what he did.”1 An “archaic” book, such as the ones upon
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Tocqueville was only twenty-six years old when, accompan-
ied by his friend and sidekick Gustave de Beaumont, he
came to America in 1831.4 He was ostensibly being sent
here on official business for the French government, to study
the American prison system. But that was a ruse and a
pretext. In reality, he came to America intent upon “exam-
ining, in detail and as scientifically as possible, all the mech-
anisms of the vast American society which everyone talks of
and no one knows.”5 Tocqueville was extraordinary in the
extent of his ambitions, as in everything else, and it is clear
that he always intended to write a large and groundbreaking
book about America, which he hoped would make his repu-
tation and launch a successful political career. 

After touring the country for nine months, he returned
home with a bushel of notes and a head full of ideas. The re-
sulting book, Democracy in America, which would be pub-
lished in two successive volumes in 1835 and 1840, turned
out to be perhaps the richest and most enduring study of
American society and culture ever written. If one were per-
mitted to read only one book on the subject, Democracy in
America would almost certainly be one’s best choice, even
more than a century and a half after its initial publication.

In this book, Tocqueville envisioned the United States as
a nation moving in the vanguard of history, a young and vi-
gorous country endowed with an extraordinary degree of
social equality among its inhabitants, and without any feu-
dal or aristocratic background to overcome. In America, he
believed, one could see embodied, in exemplary or height-
ened form, the condition toward which all the rest of the
world, including France, was tending. In America, which
was the only example the world then afforded of a large re-
public, one could gaze upon “the image of democracy itself,
of its penchants, its character, its prejudices, its passions.”
And having so gazed, one could perhaps take away lessons
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the particulars of his life. But the work takes on even greater
importance, I believe, when understood dramatically, as an
instance of precisely the sort of wrestling that I have just
described. My title, “The Tocquevellean Moment,” refers to
a moment that he both described and experienced. It is the
moment of profound social transition, in which entire ways
of life are in the process of being transformed inexorably,
but in which also the precise manner, character, and extent
of the transformation are yet to be determined. In what
follows, therefore, it will be both useful and valuable for me
to mingle historical and biographical elements with my
discussion of Tocqueville’s ideas.2

* * * * *

Tocqueville (1805-1859) was one of the most eminent
European social and political thinkers of the nineteenth
century, and is still regarded today as an incomparable
analyst of the prospects and pitfalls of modern democracy.
He was the child of an aristocratic French family, some of
whose members had suffered death or devastation as a result
of the French Revolution. Consequently, he was haunted all
his life by the fear of revolutionary anarchy, and by the
specter of ideological tyranny that such a sweeping social
revolution leaves in its wake. But such fears never led him
to advocate the wholesale restoration of the pre-revolution-
ary French social order. He was an aristocrat at heart, but he
was never a reactionary. Instead, those fears led him to look
closely at the change that was coming, in hope of finding a
way to direct it toward a more felicitous end. 

A concern with the characteristics of modern democracy
is the guiding preoccupation of his Democracy in America
(1835-40), the work for which he is best known among
American readers.3 It was, of course, the product of a visit.
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Aristocracy’s day was done, then, however lamentable that
fact might seem to those who shared Tocqueville’s back-
ground. He accepted equality as a modern condition, even if
he never warmly embraced it. For although Tocqueville was
a keen analyst of democracy’s unlovely or dangerous fea-
tures, he insisted that the most effective response to them
was not sullen withdrawal, but the development of a “new
political science,” designed not to reverse democracy’s pro-
gress, for that would be futile, but instead to refine democ-
racy’s crudities and counter its pathologies.9

The book, then, was no mere work of travel literature,
and in fact, the narrative elements of the book are probably
its least interesting parts. Instead, Tocqueville was sketching
out a philosophical framework for the understanding of de-
mocracy, and for that reason, arguably deserves to be con-
sidered alongside such political philosophers and theorists
as Aristotle, Machiavelli, and Marx. It would be a stretch, I
believe, to call him a philosopher himself, since he was
neither systematic nor comprehensive, and left largely
unexamined many of the traditional objects of philosophical
inquiry. In fact, the book’s relatively casual style of organi-
zation is part of its appeal for many present-day readers; you
can pick it up almost anywhere, and profitably read a short
chapter in complete isolation from the book as a whole. 

But one should not be misled by that casualness.
Tocqueville was interested in far more than the relatively
narrow subject of American democracy in its political
forms. He argued that a democratic regime would manifest
its effects in every facet of human life: not merely in proce-
dural and institutional ways, but also in family life, in liter-
ature, in philosophy, in manners, in language, in marriage, in
mores, in male-female relations, in ambition, in friendship,
in love, and in attitudes toward war and peace. It was not
just the outward forms of democracy that concerned him. He
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that would allow leaders to deal more intelligently and
effectively with the democratic changes coming to Europe.6

He was firmly convinced that the movement toward
greater social equality represented an inescapable feature of
the modern age, a hard fact to which all future social or
political analysis must accommodate itself. There would be
no going back. Indeed, one could say that the one great idea
in Tocqueville’s writing was this huge sprawling historical
spectacle, the gradual but inexorable leveling of human
society on a universal scale, a movement that he identified
with the will of God, so pervasive and so unstoppable did it
seem to be. Even those who try to impede it or reverse it end
up contributing to it all the more. Listen to his description:

Everywhere the various incidents in the lives of peoples
are seen to turn to the profit of democracy; all men have
aided it by their efforts: those who had in view coop-
erating for its success and those who did not dream of
serving it; those who fought for it and even those who
declared themselves its enemies; all have been driven
pell-mell on the same track, and all have worked in
common, some despite themselves, others without
knowing it, as blind instruments in the hand of God.

The gradual development of equality of conditions
is therefore a providential fact, and it has the principal
characteristics of one: it is universal, it is enduring,
each day it escapes human power; all events, like all
men, serve its development.7

The entire book, he confessed, was written “under the
pressure of a sort of religious terror in the author’s soul,
produced by the sight of this irresistible revolution. . . . To
wish to stop democracy would then appear to be to struggle
against God himself.”8

* * * * *
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together with a fading of class distinctions—all leading to
universal sameness and homogeneity. 

Although the two volumes of the Democracy differed in
significant ways, taken together they presented a coherent
and memorable image of a distinctively democratic Ameri-
can social and individual character. Tocqueville’s America
was a strikingly middle-class society: feverishly commercial
and acquisitive, obsessively practical-minded, jealously
egalitarian, and restlessly mobile—a constant beehive of
activity. Tocqueville saw many things to admire in this
energetic, bumptious democracy, but also much to fear. 

Chief among the dangers was its pronounced tendency
toward individualism. Tocqueville saw in America the peril
that citizens might elect to withdraw from involvement in
the larger public life, and regard themselves as autonomous
and isolated actors, with no higher goal than the pursuit of
their own material well-being. He acknowledged that in a
modern commercial democracy, this was a particularly
strong possibility, since self-interest would inevitably come
to be accepted as the chief engine of all human striving. But
where then would the generous and selfless civic virtues
needed for sustaining a decent society come from? How
could the individualistic Americans of the 1830s prevent
self-interest from overwhelming all considerations of the
public good, and undermining the sources of social cohe-
sion? 

* * * * *
Before trying to answer that question, it will be helpful to
flesh out more fully Tocqueville’s understanding of individ-
ualism. It differed in subtle ways from what generally goes
by that name. It was closer to what today might be called
privatism, a complete withdrawal from public life and
society at large in favor of almost exclusive involvement
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was an especially acute analyst of democracy’s innermost
effects, finely attuned to the ways in which a society’s polit-
ical arrangements are not matters that merely skate on the
surface of life, but are in fact influences that reach deep
down into the very souls of its inhabitants. 

He accomplished this analysis, mostly in the book’s
second volume, by contrasting the different forms assumed
by each of these phenomena in aristocratic societies and in
democratic societies. Those two terms, “aristocratic” and
“democratic,” represented for him what are sometimes
called “ideal types” because, although they are generalizing
abstractions that rarely occur in anything approaching their
pure state, their sharpness and coherence make them highly
effective as analytical tools. 

For Tocqueville, an aristocratic society was one gov-
erned by a small, privileged class, a society that insisted on
the necessity of social hierarchy grounded in the authority of
tradition; a society in which one’s status was ascriptive,
assigned at birth, retained for life, and bound up in the iden-
tity and place of one’s family; a society in which families are
permanent fixtures in the social firmament; a society in
which there was a permanent diversity of types and classes
of persons. 

In the ideal democratic society, however, matters are
quite different. There one finds a general “spirit” of equality;
the people are sovereign and the right to vote is widely ex-
tended; hierarchies are disestablished and any legal status or
privilege extended to the well-born few is abolished; rights
are universal, or tending toward universality, as is literacy
and access to education; families are comparatively weak
and mutable, even ephemeral; there is a constant pressure
toward the dispersion of inherited wealth, aided by laws that
break up large estates and large fortunes; and there is a
resulting tendency toward social and economic leveling,
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link apart. . . . As conditions are equalized, one finds a
great number of individuals who . . . owe nothing to
anyone, they expect so to speak nothing from anyone,
they are in the habit of always considering themselves
in isolation, and they willingly fancy that their whole
destiny is in their hand. 

Thus not only does democracy make each man
forget his ancestors, but it hides his descendants from
him and separates him from his contemporaries; it
constantly leads him back toward himself alone and
threatens finally to confine him wholly in the solitude
of his own heart.10

One should add, too, that the prospect of this atomized
condition, in which families, neighborhoods, communities,
and all other forms of intermediate human association are
rendered weak and listless, leads Tocqueville to express, at
the book’s conclusion, a fear of democratic despotism, an
all-embracing “soft” tyranny which relies upon dissolving
the bonds among its members, and their consequent in-
ability to act together as citizens, to smooth the way toward
a massive bureaucratic state that would rule over every fea-
ture of their lives.11

* * * * *

So we return to the question that we left dangling a moment
ago. How does a democratic society, in which all the for-
merly reliable defenses against anarchy and anomie have
been lost or removed, still find a way to order itself, and
produce the kind of virtuous behavior and commitment to
the common good that is required for it to be cohesive,
successful, and free? Or to phrase the question in a slightly
different way: Can a society in the grip of a massive and
inexorable change nevertheless find ways to import into the
new order some of those things that were most estimable in
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with a small personal circle of family and friends. As such,
it was quite distinct from the age-old vice of egoism or
selfishness. It was not merely a prevalent emotion or
passion, but a settled, more or less consciously held attitude
in the moral outlook of Americans. 

In aristocratic societies, things were different. Families
remained in place for centuries. Every man remembered his
ancestors and anticipated his descendants, and strove to do
his duty to both. Paternal authority was formidable. And yet
such families were not private enclaves set apart from a
larger public world, but crucial and visible elements in the
makeup of society as a whole. The different classes of
society were distinct and immobile, and citizens occupied a
fixed position in the social pecking order, with tight bonds
to those in their same social niche. So enmeshed was the
individual person in this comprehensive social order that it
was literally nonsensical to imagine him or her apart from
it—as implausible as swimming in the air, or breathing
beneath the waves. 

In democratic societies, however, where the principle of
equality dictated a more generalized and fluid sense of
connection, such duties and fixities were lost. Tocqueville
describes this new condition hauntingly in one of the most
unforgettable passages in the Democracy, conjuring the
specter of an individualism carried to its barren logical limit:

In democratic peoples, new families constantly issue
from nothing, others constantly fall into it, and all those
who stay on change face; the fabric of time is torn at
every moment and the trace of generations is effaced.
You easily forget those who have preceded you, and
you have no idea of those who will follow you. Only
those nearest have interest. . . . Aristocracy had made of
all citizens a long chain that went from the peasant up
to the king; democracy breaks the chain and sets each
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Let me make what I am saying clearer by offering an-
other example of what I am calling “the Tocquevillean
moment” taken from outside Tocqueville’s work and his
immediate context. A similar moment of profound political
and social transition is described with great vividness in
Giuseppe di Lampedusa’s great novel The Leopard.12 The
book relates the story of a proud Sicilian prince, Don Fabri-
zio, who is thoroughly steeped in a venerable and traditional
social order at whose apex he stands, but who must never-
theless find a dignified way to accept and yield to the winds
of change. When the Risorgimento, the movement for
Italian national unification, intrudes upon his island world,
he is surprised to discover that his well-born, talented, and
ambitious young nephew Tancredi has decided to sign on
with the revolutionaries, who have set their sights on the
overthrow of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies and its re-
placement by the Kingdom of Italy. Why, the Prince won-
ders, would a young nobleman like Tancredi desert his king
and stoop to make common cause with a ruffian like Gari-
baldi and his mob of redshirts? 

But Tancredi is moved by more than a young man’s hot-
blooded desire to be in on the Big Event. He also has a per-
suasive explanation for his choice. Change was inevitable.
But without the participation of the older elite classes, the
nationalist movement could well be taken over or sup-
planted by something immensely more destructive, a radical
republicanism that would sweep away every vestige of the
life that the Prince had known. “If we want things to stay as
they are,” said Tancredi, “things will have to change. D’you
understand?”13

And yes, the Prince did come to understand, and the
book is about his gradual and methodical accommodation to
the new order, albeit one laced with intense melancholy and
regret, and occasional doses of cynicism. That process of
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the old, while leaving behind the elements that were either
pernicious or inadequate? Does great historical change re-
quire that the slate be wiped entirely clean? Or is there a way
that the best of the past can be carried over into the present
and future?

This is, it seems to me, a question of the first importance
to those of us who believe so fervently in the importance of
reading old books. And it is also a question that provides the
optimal opportunity to explain more fully what I mean by
“the Tocquevillean moment.” It is the moment when an old
order becomes conscious of the imperative to give way to a
new one—and the particular dilemma that this change
presents to thoughtful individuals, like Tocqueville, who
seem destined to ride the crest of a monumental transfor-
mation knowing full well both what is passing and what is
to come. The Tocquevillean moment makes two contradic-
tory demands: first, that it is essential to accept the inevi-
tability of sweeping changes, however difficult that accept-
ance may be; and second, that it is equally essential to find
ways of incorporating into the emerging new order that
which was wisest and best in the passing order, no matter
how much the new order may resist. 

This way of looking at things makes several important
assumptions. It assumes the fact of contingency, and the
possibility of free and meaningful choices. Tocqueville was
emphatically opposed to any and all forms of determinism,
partly because they sapped the will and extinguished the
spirit of liberty, and partly because they simply failed the test
of truth. All is not foreordained, and there are clearly better
and worse ways of managing the transition to democracy.
The outcome depends upon the ways in which change is
directed, and that in turn depends upon the prudential
judgment of wise and skilled leaders. 
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Many of Tocqueville’s contemporary readers failed to
see this aspect of his work. In particular, the reception of the
second volume of the Democracy was a tremendous disap-
pointment to Tocqueville. Reviewer after reviewer criticized
the book, or praised it only blandly. Evidently its ambitious-
ness, its scope, and its abstractness put them off. Only John
Stuart Mill, whom Tocqueville had come to know during a
visit to England, seemed to grasp the book’s intentions. His
long and careful review of the book brought forth a grateful
letter from Tocqueville, one that showed how deeply the
book’s poor reception had stung and frustrated him.15

Another letter Tocqueville wrote to an uncomprehending
French reviewer is worth quoting at length, because it offers
a remarkably clear explication of Tocqueville’s goals and
beliefs, and tells us much about the dilemmas that an intelli-
gent and high-minded political Frenchman faced in his time.
We do not know for certain whether this letter was ever re-
ceived, or even sent. But it is as clear a statement as Tocque-
ville ever provided of precisely what he was up to with the
Democracy: 

I cannot help expressing to you the painful impression
[your review] has made on me. It does not do justice to
the most important point, the principal idea, the
governing thought of the work. . . .

I had become aware that, in our time, the new social
state that had produced and is still producing very great
benefits was, however, giving birth to a number of quite
dangerous tendencies. These seeds, if left to grow
unchecked, would produce, it seemed to me, a steady
lowering of the intellectual level of society with no
conceivable limit, and this would bring in its train the
mores of materialism and, finally, universal slavery. I
thought I saw that mankind was moving in this direc-
tion, and I viewed the prospect with terror. It was essen-
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accommodation culminates in his embrace of a marriage
between Tancredi and the beautiful daughter of Don
Calogero, a man of lowly birth, who had made himself into
a wealthy landowner and influential businessman, and who
was a strong supporter of the nationalists. Don Calogero
perfectly embodies the emerging democratic order in all its
callowness and vulgarity. The very idea of linking his family
to Don Calogero’s was a change that the Prince’s ancestors
would never willingly have contemplated, and it was cer-
tainly a change that the proud Prince would rather not have
had to make. But he recognized that there was much good
that could be salvaged in some areas, if only he were willing
to make a strategic retreat in others. Such a union would
allow him to retain his social authority and the prestige of
his house, and along with it the commitment to refinement
and culture that were the distinguishing mark of his class,
since Don Calogero and his offspring would now have an
equal stake in the perpetuation of these things. Some things
changed, precisely so that other things could stay the same. 

This story neatly encapsulates what is meant by “the
Tocquevillean moment.” It involves discerning those cases
in which change is inevitable and accepting that inevita-
bility, while also recognizing the possibility of carrying over
what is essential or desirable—just as Aeneas fled from his
ravaged Troy with his household gods and with his father
Anchises on his shoulders, carrying the most precious relics
of the past with him as he struggled toward the founding of
something new and unprecedented.14 It involves recogniz-
ing that the change can occur in many ways and understand-
ing that, within certain limits, many things are possible.
There is no one way for history to flow. So much is contin-
gent and uncertain. So much is up to us.
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share, the ability to think against his own sentiments in the
pursuit of the truth. But more importantly, he always wrote
with the idea of contingency, and of the freedom of man’s
will, firmly in mind. The Tocquevillean moment is a
moment of decision—a decision conditioned and structured
and hedged about by large social changes, but a conse-
quential decision nonetheless. In this respect, Tocqueville’s
view was dramatically different from that of his younger
contemporary Marx, for whom the relationship between
large structures and individual action was hopelessly
muddled. Tocqueville was an ardent foe of any and all deter-
minisms, and he would never have countenanced the view
that his writings discredited democracy in toto. 

Indeed, a fundamentally Christian view of man’s free-
dom was at the heart of Tocqueville’s vision. As he wrote at
the very end of the second volume of the Democracy:

I am not unaware that several of my contemporaries
have thought that peoples are never masters of them-
selves here below, and that they necessarily obey I do
not know which insurmountable and unintelligent force
born of previous events, the race, the soil, or the
climate. 

Those are false and cowardly doctrines that can
never produce any but weak men and pusillanimous
nations. Providence has not created mankind entirely
independent or perfectly slave. It traces, it is true, a
fatal circle around each man that he cannot leave; but
within its vast limits man is powerful and free; so too
with peoples. 

Nations of our day cannot have it that conditions
within them are not equal; but it depends on them
whether equality leads them to servitude or freedom, to
enlightenment or barbarism, to prosperity or misery.17
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tial, I thought, for all men of good will to join in
exerting the strongest possible pressure in the opposite
direction. To my knowledge, few of the friends of the
Revolution of 1789 dared point out these very frighten-
ing tendencies. . . . Those who saw them and were not
afraid to speak of them, being the sort of men who
condemned in one fell swoop the entire democratic
social state and all its elements, were more likely to
irritate people than guide them. The intellectual world
was thus divided into blind friends and furious
detractors of democracy.

My aim in writing [my] book was to point out these
dreadful downward paths opening under the feet of our
contemporaries, not to prove that they must be thrown
back into an aristocratic state of society . . . but to make
these tendencies feared by painting them in vivid
colors, and thus to secure the effort of mind and will
which alone can combat them—to teach democracy to
know itself, and thereby to direct itself and contain
itself.16 

It would be hard to imagine a fuller expression of what
I am calling the Tocquevillean moment, the moment when
social change arrives at a crossroads, and awaits further
direction. Two things are particularly worth noting. First,
Tocqueville’s words make clear how uncomfortable he felt
having to choose between the hard-right monarchism of his
aristocratic friends and the hard-left republicanism of his
democratic ones; neither of these options, he believed,
offered hope for the preservation of liberty—and the preser-
vation of liberty was, for Tocqueville, the highest and most
fundamental of political goods. Second, the letter gives the
lie to those critics who attribute to Tocqueville a fatalistic
view of democracy as inevitable decline, a view reflective of
his ingrained elitism. It simply wasn’t so. For one thing,
Tocqueville had the asceticism that most great thinkers
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fully as a “dangerous malady of the human mind.”19 Fortu-
nately, he believed, the Americans had so far proven
resistant to its temptations. But without the countervailing
force of religion, and in particular, without a belief in the
moral responsibility of an immortal soul, democratic insti-
tutions could easily be overwhelmed by their own tendency
to beget an uncontrolled passion for physical gratifications.

And there were other factors that he believed counter-
vailed against democracy’s dangers. Tocqueville applauded
Americans for their talent in forming voluntary associations,
and for their federal institutions, both of which tended to
disperse pow er and encourage the involvement of citizens
in the activity of governing themselves—and both very
much in contrast to the centralizing tendencies of French
politics. “Local freedoms,” he wrote, “which make many
citizens put value on the affection of their neighbors and
those close to them, therefore constantly bring men closer to
one another, despite the instincts that separate them, and
force them to aid each other.”20

As this description implies, such a scheme did not de-
pend upon selflessness. Indeed, the axiomatic principle that
made effective political and social association in America
possible, he believed, was the principle of self-interest right-
ly understood or well understood (l’intérêt bien entendu). To
ask an American to do virtuous things for virtue’s sake was
quite possibly to waste one’s breath. But the same request
would readily be granted if the prospect of some personal
benefit could be shown to flow from it. The challenge of
moral philosophy in such an environment, then, was demon-
strating repeatedly the ways in which “private interest and
public interest meet and amalgamate,” and how one’s
devotion to the general good would therefore also promote
his or her personal advantage. Belief in that conjunction—
belief that one could do well by doing good—was exactly
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The Tocquevillean moment calls forth all the capacities
we possess for coming to terms, not only as individuals but
also as citizens and societies, with that fatal circle. 

* * * * *

Now we can give a fuller answer to our long-dangling
question: How did Tocqueville believe that the Americans of
his day had managed to counter the dangerous aspects of
democracy and create a relatively free and vibrant society?
He identified a number of factors. First, he gave credit to the
pervasive influence of religion in American life, noting to
his astonishment the numerous ways in which American
religion supported democratic values and free institutions.
Such a development seemed particularly surprising, coming
as it did at the very time when educated Europeans were
abandoning religious faith and practice, in the mistaken
belief that the “spirit of liberty” was incompatible with the
authoritarian “spirit of religion.” Tocqueville’s visit to
America convinced him that the opposite was true. In
America, religious beliefs and institutions restrained self-
assertion in ways that made the exercise of freedom more
stable and more effective. Although religion took no direct
or official role in governance, it was, he declared, “the first
of [Americans’] political institutions,” for all Americans
regarded it as indispensable to the maintenance of repub-
lican government.18

Tocqueville was always deeply concerned about materi-
alism, connecting acquisitive materialism—the unrestrained
desire to possess more and more things—with philosophical
materialism—the belief that the soul is perishable and only
matter truly exists. As a social philosopher committed both
to the power of free will and to the ideal of self-rule,
Tocqueville found the deterministic implications of philo-
sophical materialism intolerable, and condemned it force-
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* * * * *

“Enlighten them, therefore, at any price.” Éclairez-les donc
à tout prix. Or, as the older Phillips Bradley translation
expressed it, “Educate them, then.” This exhortation brings
us full circle, back to where I began in reflecting on what is
being done here and now at this particular college. For
whatever else we may believe about the applicability of
Tocqueville’s ideas to the present day, and there is a lot of
room for debate there, we can be in no doubt that he was
right in his emphasis upon education. But not just any kind
of education. He is talking about liberal education, in the
strictest sense of the term, meaning an education that is
designed to make men and women capable of the exercise of
liberty, and of doing so within the context of the particular
society in which they find themselves. Such an education is
likely to require a serious and sustained encounter with old
books. 

Modern Americans are likely to assume that the value of
such an education is mainly contemplative. And I say this
without any hint of disparagement. Many of us believe that
an education aimed at contemplative truth is a very high and
worthwhile endeavor. I don’t think I need to make that case
here at St. John’s. But I do want to argue that such an educa-
tion also commends itself on very practical grounds, for
reasons that seem to me quite thoroughly Tocquevillean.
For, to borrow from the very words Tocqueville used in his
letter to his French critic, liberal education is the kind of
education that seeks to teach democracy to know itself, and
thereby to direct itself and contain itself. Such an education
can help equip us to negotiate, with both intelligence and
wisdom, the multitude of Tocquevillean dilemmas that are
presented to us by our times—changes that are too formi-
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what Tocqueville meant by the “right understanding” of
self-interest.21

The prevalence of this belief could be seen in the charac-
teristic forms of moral discourse Tocqueville encountered in
America. In the United States, he wrote, “it is almost never
said that virtue is beautiful. They maintain that it is useful
and they prove it every day.” They do not care about virtue
for its own sake, but are completely convinced that it is in
the interest of every man to be virtuous.22

Tocqueville was quite willing to accept this deal in much
the same spirit that the Prince accepted Don Calogero. After
all, the Tocquevillean moment involves making a calcu-
lation, whereby the transition into the new democratic order
could be effected with the least possible loss of what was
precious and estimable in the old ways. “I shall not fear to
say that the doctrine of self-interest well understood seems
to me of all philosophic theories the most appropriate to the
needs of the men in our time,” because self-interest was
destined to “become more than ever the principal if not the
unique motive of men’s actions.”23

Hence, it was imperative to educate citizens to under-
stand this. “Enlighten them, therefore,” wrote Tocqueville,
“at any price; for the century of blind devotions and instinc-
tive virtues is already fleeing far from us, and I see the time
approaching when freedom, public peace, and social order
itself will not be able to do without enlightenment.”24

Lamentable as the loss of these older virtues seemed to be,
their loss was not the end of the story for Tocqueville. The
American example made him hopeful that there might be
ways for the principle of self-interest to be so channeled,
hedged about, habituated, and clothed as to produce public
order and public good, even in the absence of older and
more venerable motives. 
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doubt. And it does not take much imagination to find, in his
description to his French critic of the “downward paths
opening under the feet of our contemporaries,” a description
that applies very much to our own democracy today. 

But what remains still, both in Tocqueville and in the
present day, is the imperative of freedom. Remember his
words at the end of the Democracy: “[Providence] traces, it
is true, a fatal circle around each man that he cannot leave;
but within its vast limits man is powerful and free; so too
with peoples.”25 It is hard at any given time to know where
our containing circle is drawn, and we are just as likely to
err in presuming to cross over the line as we are in shying
away from it out of timidity and fear. Yet Tocqueville clearly
thought the danger of the latter outweighed that of the
former, and that we have far more power to shape our lives
and our destinies than we allow ourselves to believe. That is
why the Tocquevillean moment is, at bottom, an occasion
for the exercise of the profoundest human freedom. 

It is not an unlimited freedom, of course. But what could
such a thing mean? What, after all, is a radically uncondi-
tioned state, other than a state of utter randomness and
inconsequentiality? “To live without let or hindrance would
be life indeed,” observed George Santayana, “Yet there is a
snare in this vital anarchy. It is like the liberty to sign
cheques without possessing a bank account. You may write
them for any amount; but it is only when a precise deposit
limits your liberty that you may write them to any pur-
pose.”26

No, the difficult and complex freedom of the Tocquevil-
lean moment is precisely the sort of freedom for which we
humans were made, and it provides the opportunity for our
finest qualities to flourish. The fatal circle is also the ground
of our freedom, the horizon that gives focus and purpose-
fulness to our efforts. History may delimit our choices, but
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dable to be resisted entirely, but at the same time too fluid
for us to refuse the challenge of influencing their direction. 

This only serves to underscore the profound importance
of that process I described at the beginning, the process
whereby we pass on to the present and to the future the most
worthy and enduring elements of human ages that have
passed or are passing away. This is why the theory of strict
historicism is so wrongheaded and impoverishing, because
it denies us that very benefit by demanding that everything
be perpetually bound to its immediate context—as if every
cargo had to remain forever in the hold of the ship that trans-
ported it, and as if no child could ever make his parent’s
legacy into something of his own. 

When, for example, we accord Plato’s Republic our high
respect as a great text warranting a lifetime of study, this
does not imply that we approve or ignore the many defects,
cruelties, and inequities of the Athenian society in which it
was produced—let alone that we prefer such a society to our
own democracy. We do not study the Republic merely for
what it tells us about Plato’s Athens. We study the Republic
partly, and far more importantly, because its criticisms of
democracy remain enduringly valid and troubling—and
because in reading it, we are teaching our democracy to
know itself better, thereby contributing to its ennoblement.
It is neither elitist nor ahistorical for us to seek to perpetuate,
not a way of life that is past or passing, but the things in it
that remain estimable and enduringly valuable. 

There is much reason for hope, then, in this vision of
things. And yet, to be faithful to Tocqueville, I have to end
on a somewhat more somber note. Tocqueville was himself
prone to melancholy, and worried that the task of democ-
racy’s ennoblement would prove too difficult, too exacting,
and too exhausting to perform. There is always in his work
the sense of an uphill challenge, with the issue very much in
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it does not dictate what we should do with what is set before
us. For that, Tocqueville asserted, we must look to our-
selves. It is bracing but encouraging counsel.

NOTES

1 Rebecca West, Black Lamb and Grey Falcon: A Journey through
Yugoslavia, 2 vols. (New York: Penguin Classics, 2009), 1044. 
2 The reader who is interested in knowing more about Tocqueville’s life
and times can consult two excellent English-language biographies:
André Jardin, Tocqueville: A Biography, translated by Lydia Davis with
Robert Hemenway (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1988); and
Hugh Brogan, Alexis de Tocqueville: A Life (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2006). 
3 De la Démocratie en Amérique is the book’s French title, a title that
conveys far better than its English translation the fact that Tocqueville’s
greater interest was in “democracy” rather than in “America.” I have
used the scrupulously literal and reliable recent translation by Harvey C.
Mansfield and Delba Winthrop, Democracy in America (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 2000), and all quotations and page numbers
refer to that text. I confess to retaining a fondness for the often more
graceful (if less accurate) translation by Phillips Bradley, based on the
Henry Reeve text as revised by Francis Bowen, published by Alfred A.
Knopf in 1945 and still widely available, which was generally con-
sidered the standard English translation until being supplanted by the
appearance of the Mansfield/Winthrop edition. There are other worthy
English translations in circulation, including a most welcome bilingual,
French-English, historical-critical edition edited by Eduardo Nolla,
translated by the distinguished Tocqueville scholar James T. Schleifer,
and published in four volumes in 2010 by Liberty Fund. 
4 On Tocqueville’s journey, see George Wilson Pierson, Tocqueville and
Beaumont in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1938). 
5 Tocqueville to Eugène Stoffels, Paris, February 21, 1831, cited in
James T. Schleifer, The Making of Tocqueville’s Democracy in America,
second edition (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 2000), 3. Schleifer’s
book is a meticulous and fascinating account of the book’s composition.
6 Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 13. 
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ON SEEING ASPECTS
John Verdi

Introduction

If philosophy, which seeks to encompass all of being in
thought, has a question as its source and its guiding prin-
ciple, that question might be, What is there? To this question
we can give a disarmingly simple and obviously true an-
swer: What is there? Everything. There are particles and
waves, brains and consciousness, nations and peoples, Ham-
let and Hamlet, and on and on. There is . . . everything. The
“everything” answer—which in the end may show itself to
be the only true universal answer available to us—delegates
to various disciplines and modes of thinking the task of de-
termining what there is, each in its own way. The physicist,
the psychologist, the historian, the poet: each receives his
share, with perhaps nothing left over for the philosopher.
Somewhat like Meno’s paradoxical question to Socrates
about the futility of seeking either what one does or what
one does not know, the “everything” answer tries to silence
philosophy at it source.

But we philosophers retain the belief, perhaps even the
conviction, that in spite of everything the effort to compre-
hend the unity of things is still worthwhile. Philosophy’s
subject matter is precisely not one thing among many others,
but rather the interrelatedness of all that is. We philosophers
believe that the fundamental questions—beginning with the
question, What is there?—can continually bring into light
the inexhaustible being of things and can place us, as think-
ers, squarely in its presence. The essence of these questions
is to open up possibilities and to keep them open. This is

John Verdi is a tutor at St. John’s College in Annapolis. This essay was first
presented as a lecure on 28 October 2005.
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itself something in its own right, and as being of some-
thing else (450b21-26).

We can say that the memory image I have of something I
experienced in the past can display at least two aspects, de-
pending on whether we see it simply as a phantasma, that is,
as an image fully present in its own right at this moment, or
as an eikon, a reminder or pointer to something else—some-
thing that may in fact no longer even exist. 

One reason, then, for investigating the seeing of aspects
is that we might come to understand how it is possible for
something absent to be represented by something present.
Put in broader terms, how can one thing stand for another
and be its representative? In the broadest terms, we might
ask how anything comes to have meaning at all.

I have had another, more personal, reason for getting
involved with aspects. Some years ago I had occasion to
read and discuss Augustine’s Confessions both in one class
during the summer and in another class the following fall. I
was profoundly moved by these encounters with Augustine,
who at the time he was writing would have been about the
same age I was while reading. I felt certain that if I were to
read the book yet again soon after I would begin to see
things in the world—things I hadn’t seen before or had
stopped seeing long ago. I felt sure I would experience some
sort of change, both in what I would see and in the way I
would see it. Whether it was from prudence or cowardice—
I still don’t know—I did not pick up the Confessions again
until years later. But my near encounter with conversion left
me wondering what conversion is and how it comes about.
I’ve come to suspect that conversion, whether religious or
otherwise, sudden or gradual, toward or away from, has the
power to change what one sees in the world—perhaps even
to change one’s answer to the question, What is there?
Whether I come to see the world as “charged with the gran-
deur of God,” as Hopkins says, or I say along with Words-
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why there is philosophy in life. In this essay I would like to
show, in a very preliminary way, how the concept of as-
pects, and especially our experience of seeing aspects, can
help us think about being, and about the meaning of philos-
ophy’s opening question, What is there?

We can turn to Aristotle for an entry into the idea of
aspects. In On Memory and Recollection, he raises a ques-
tion about what goes on when we remember something. For
Aristotle all perception involves an image of some kind,
present right now, in the soul. He call such an image a phan-
tasma. The question of how the past can be present is the
problem of memory. Aristotle writes:

[I]t is clear that one must conceive the sort of thing that
comes about in the soul as a result of sense perception
. . . as something like a picture (z%graph'ma), the active
holding of which we assert to be memory. . . . But if
what goes on in the case of memory is of this sort, does
one remember this experience or the one from which it
came about? For if it is this one, we would not
remember any of the things that are absent, but if it is
the earlier one, how, while perceiving this later one, do
we remember the absent thing that we are not
perceiving (450a25-31, 450b13-16).

So if what I have now is a present image, a phantasma, how
is it that this image can be of the past?

To overcome this impasse Aristotle distinguishes phan-
tasmata from eikones, that is, images from representations
or likenesses. (We see this also in Plato’s Sophist [240b12-
c2], and passim throughout the Republic.) He says:

For example, the picture drawn on a tablet is both a
picture (z%on) and a likeness (eik%n), and one and the
same thing is both of these, although what it is to be
these two things is not the same, and it is possible to
behold it both as a picture and as a likeness; so too one
ought to conceive of the image that is in us as being
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This is the duck-rabbit.

We can see the duck-rabbit either as a duck or as a rab-
bit. When we see it as one or the other we are seeing one or
the other of its aspects. When we see it first as a duck and
then as a rabbit, we experience a change of aspect. It is also
possible that a person might never see anything but a rabbit
in the picture. That person could be said to be seeing the
rabbit aspect continuously (PI, 194).

Here is another example of aspect-seeing and change of
aspect. 

Figure 4 is called the Necker cube. Look at it for a mo-
ment. Do you notice a change in the cube while you are
looking? Most people will see the cube jump, seeming for a
while to have its front side pointing down to the right, and
then for a while to have its front side pointing up to the left.
If you’re still not seeing this change of aspect, you might be
helped by Figure 5, in which the two ways of seeing the
cube are emphasized by dots. 
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worth that “the things which I have seen I now can see no
more,” in either case, my world becomes different.

This essay is in three parts. In the first part, I will look at
some pictures and discuss some of the apparently simple
phenomena associated with aspect-seeing. In the second
part, I will present the beginnings of an account of aspects
and their significance to the question of what there is. In the
last part, I will examine a painting by Caravaggio, The
Calling of St. Matthew. There is also one joke in the essay. 

Part One: Ducks and Rabbits

This is a duck. 

This is a rabbit.
Figure 4
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Figure 3

Figure 1

Figure 2
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point to other pictures of ducks, and say that I’m now seeing
something like that. This, however, is not a description of
what I see, but rather an expression of it. 

These simple examples raise once again the question,
What is there? What is seen are contraries: rabbits that are
not rabbits, corners both closer and not closer, cubes both
six and seven. These apparent contradictions can lead us
into a dialectical inquiry. In Book XII of the Metaphysics
Aristotle suggests that dialectic begins not from what there
is, but from contrary assumptions about what there is (1078
b25). The object of our concern itself opens a road of
inquiry for us, and coaxes us along the path (984a17-20).

If the difference between what is seen before the change
of aspect and what is seen after it did not lie in some sense
in the object I was looking at, we might be tempted to think
that our eyes and heads are responsible, that something has
changed in us. While the new aspect seems to appear sud-
denly out there, we nonetheless feel that we must have had
something to do with it. The image on my retina, the way my
eyes follow the figure, the organization of impulses in my
brain: any one of these might be the source of the change of
aspect. But the fact remains that what I see is still out there.
Seeing an aspect is not like having a hallucination, because
it is a true seeing of something that is, even if we can’t all
see it simultaneously, and even if some of us may never see
some aspects of things. Furthermore, I am not aware of what
is going on in my eyes and brain while aspects change. So,
while these physiological events may be causally related to
my experience, they necessarily fail to get at what I mean by
change of aspect and what I mean by seeing aspects. Neither
a physiological account of aspect-seeing, if one could be
provided, nor any other causal account can satisfy us any
more that Socrates was satisfied by the causal accounts of
Anaxagoras. In the Phaedo, Socrates tells his friends that
Anaxagoras at first seemed to say that “Mind puts the world
in order and is responsible for all this” (97c), but in the end
he assigns only physical causality to things. Socrates says
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First imagine the black dot as closer to you than the
white dot. Then reverse this relationship and try to imagine
the white dot as closer. Now look one more time at the orig-
inal cube. Even with the assistance of the dots, there may
still be some people who do not see the cube jump between
aspects.

Consider next Figure 6. How many cubes are there? The
correct answers are six or seven, depending on which aspect
one sees while counting—six if the black squares seem to be
on the tops of the cubes, seven if they seem to be on the
bottoms. Those who can count only six or only seven may
be helped by the additional drawings in Figure 7.

The paradoxical quality of these examples lies in the
awareness that what is seen has not changed at all, and
nevertheless what is seen is quite different. In what does this
difference consist? If I asked you to draw what you saw in
both instances, and you were to represent both by exact
copies—and wouldn’t those be good representations?—no
change would appear, because the copies would be con-
gruent (PI, 196). If I see the duck-rabbit as a duck, I might

Figure 5

Figure 6 Figure 7
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Figure 8

Figure 9 Figure 10

sion of Figure 9, all the vertical lines are parallel to one
another, as are all the horizontal lines, which we could deter-
mine by placing a straightedge against them, or looking at
them close up. And in the illusion of Figure 10, the squares
labeled A and B are actually the same shade of gray. Some
kind of light meter might help to show this, even though we
cannot see it. Many optical illusions are understood when
we learn something about how the eyes and brain work. An
optical illusion is a kind of trick that can be of value in un-
derstanding how we see, in the causal, physiological sense.
The questions raised by illusions are limited, and their an-
swers tend to bring an end to wonder. Aspect-seeing is of
interest precisely because it is a kind of seeing whose con-
cept is not explicated through physiology, not because we
don’t yet know enough about the eyes and brain, but be-
cause it is not a concept whose place in our thinking can be
made any clearer through such an approach.
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that Anaxagoras was like someone who gives an account
based on the relationship of bones and sinews to explain
why Socrates is sitting in prison awaiting death, rather than
providing the account that Socrates himself finds most
convincing: “Since the Athenians judged it better to con-
demn me, so I for my part have judged it better to sit here
and stay put and endure whatever penalty they order” (98d-
e). The physical account fails to answer the question of what
Socrates’ time in jail means, just as a physiological account
would fail to tell us what our seeing of aspects might mean.

Consider now what happens when I contemplate a face,
and then suddenly notice its likeness to another. I see that
the face has not changed, and yet I see it differently. I have
noticed an aspect of the face (PI, 193). The aspect is not a
part of the face as is the nose, nor a part as is its color or
shape. And yet I see the resemblance of this face to another;
I do not infer it or reason it through. I am struck by a simi-
larity I had not before noticed, as if the being of the resem-
blance asserts itself, and I cannot help but see it. What is it
suddenly to notice what has been there all the time? Or has
it really been there all along? Perhaps it has come into being,
or perhaps I have been thrust into its presence. Or consider
the case of meeting someone I have not seen for years; I see
him clearly but fail to recognize him. Suddenly I know him,
and I see the old face in the altered one. I believe I would
paint a different portrait of him, if I could paint, now that I
have seen the old in the new. Is this a special sort of seeing?
Is it a case of both seeing and thinking, or an amalgam of the
two? (PI, 197.)

Seeing an aspect or change of aspect is not like seeing an
optical illusion. Optical illusions, such as those shown in
Figure 8 through Figure 10 appear to be what they are not.
In the case of the two diagonal lines of Figure 8, ab and bc,
it appears that ab is greater than bc, but in fact they are of
equal length, as a measurement would show us. In the illu-
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The upper margin of the picture cuts the brow, so the top of
the head is not shown. The point of the jaw, clean-shaven
and brightly illuminated, is just above the geometric center
of the picture. A white mantel covers the right shoulder. The
upper sleeve is exposed as the rather black area at the lower
left. Do you see it now? Some people never see it, but for
those who do, dark marks have become human eyes, and
blobs of black and white have become an expressive human
face. How did that happen and why might it be important?

Part Two: The Being of Aspects

The distinctive mode of being characteristic of aspects is in
question here, and in particular we are now asking the ques-
tion, What is there? The pictures we have examined so far
have engaged us in a form of dialectic and have brought us
to some kind of impasse. It is the peculiar characteristic of
our relationship to pictures that we see into them the very
objects they depict. We regard the picture, the drawing, or
the photograph as we regard the object itself, and so in a
sense we see what is there and what is not there simultane-
ously, in much the same way as, in Aristotle’s account of
memory, we recall things by considering a present image as

Figure 13In the image of Figure 11, those who do not see a
change in aspect will be helped by something I am about to
say. This picture is of interest because it demonstrates that
speech can encourage a shift in aspect that might not other-
wise occur. If speech can play a role in aspect-seeing, and if
what someone says can affect what we see, then there might
be some connection between speaking and seeing. Figure
11 represents the letter E.

Now here is a more complex image. To most people, the
image in Figure 12 seems to lack any unity. That may be
because it is upside down. If we turn it right side up as in
Figure 13, some people will see something they did not see
before. Most of the rest will be helped by a verbal descrip-
tion to see something like a late medieval representation of
Jesus.

Figure 11Figure 11

Figure 12
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pointing to the past. In a picture we see lines, shapes, paints,
colors; but we also see ducks and rabbits.

If we had in front of us the
original of this portrait of Des-
cartes by Frans Hals, we would
be able to see brush strokes and
paint thicknesses. But our de-
scription of this canvas as a
portrait of Descartes will include
elements that do not belong to a
description of the picture as a
purely physical object. Descar-
tes’s eyes look out at us; we can
study the expression on his face
and wonder what it reveals about
him. In this paint-covered canvas we see a human being. (It
is perhaps not surprising to learn, then, that in Greek, the
same word, z%on, does double duty for both “living thing”
and “picture.”) 

The reason that we hang pictures on our walls at all, I
think, is because we can see into a picture the very thing of
which it is a picture. We also hang snippets of text (PI, 205).
There is, of course, also a sense in which Descartes is not
really there in the picture. The dual nature of aspects—that
what we see both is and is not there—allows the picture to
make a demand on us and to ask us the question, What is
there? Our seeing itself is made questionable. By raising the
question of being, the aspects of the picture also raise the
question of truth. What is true about a picture?

The kinship between pictures and aspects may be put
this way: An aspect of something—that is, what I can see it
as—is what it can be a picture of, or more generally, what it
can stand for or represent: the image I now see can repre-
sent, or be seen as, an image of the past; the triangle I draw
on the chalkboard can represent the triangle of the propo-
sition I am demonstrating. I see the duck-rabbit as a duck

when it is placed in a field of pictures of ducks. It can be a
picture of a duck. In a field of pictures of rabbits, I see it as
a rabbit. It can be a picture of a rabbit. You could imagine
the image in Figure 15 appearing in several places in a
book.

In the text surrounding the different appearances of the
figure, a different object could be under discussion in each
case: here a glass solid, there an inverted open box, there a
wire frame, there three boards forming a solid angle. We see
the illustration now as one object, now as another (PI, 193). 

What we seem to be doing in these various cases is both
seeing and thinking—seeing because I have an illustration
in front of me, thinking because I am guided by the descrip-
tion to see it as one thing or another. It may take something
like imagination or a conscious act of interpretation to see
the drawing as now this, now that. When, by contrast, I view
the portrait of Descartes or see the duck-rabbit in a field of
duck pictures, I needn’t consciously engage the imagination.
And yet I am still inclined to say that imagination—or is it
thought?—suffuses itself throughout my seeing in all these
instances.

When aspect-seeing does not involve the sort of inter-
pretation necessary to see the schematic solid as many dif-
ferent objects, it is more like ordinary seeing in this way:
when I see the duck-rabbit as a duck, my seeing is imme-
diate and non-inferential—though it is still full of mind in
some way. In seeing the duck, I do not draw a conclusion
from a line of reasoning, such as “This must be a duck be-
cause all the others are ducks.” It could be said that mind

Figure 15
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print: it needs to be figured out. He would not see motion in
the picture of a runner, though he would know that the pic-
ture was meant to represent motion. Aspect-blindness would
be akin to lacking a musical ear. 

Oliver Sacks, in the title case study of his book The Man
Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, describes a distinguished
professor of music, Dr. P., who gradually loses the ability to
recognize faces and even quite ordinary objects. On first
meeting him, Sacks doesn’t understand why he has been re-
ferred for treatment, because he seems normal. Sacks then
opens for him a copy of National Geographic and asks him
to describe some of the pictures in it. Sacks writes:

His responses here were very curious. His eyes would
dart from one thing to another, picking up tiny features,
individual features. . . . A striking brightness, a color, a
shape would arrest his attention and elicit comment—
but in no case did he get the scene-as-a-whole. . . . He
never entered into relation with the picture as a
whole—never faced, so to speak, its physiognomy. He
had no sense whatever of a landscape or scene (10-11).

While he could recognize abstract shapes, such as the five
regular solids, he could identify a face only if he could find
in it some distinctive feature, from which he could draw the
conclusion that this must be so-and-so’s face. Nor could he
any longer identify the expressions on faces. He could see
the features, but could not see the face. As Sacks writes:

It wasn’t merely that he displayed the same indiffer-
ence to the visual world as a computer but . . . he con-
strued the world as a computer construes it, by means
of key features and schematic relationships. The
scheme might be identified . . . without the reality being
grasped at all (15).

There is also the case of young man named Schneider,
who suffered a brain injury during World War I. He was
studied by the psychologists Kurt Goldstein and Adhemar
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reaches through the world of my knowledge and experience
to give shape to my sight. This is not to say that aspect-
seeing is two things, thinking and seeing, any more than
playing a piece of music with expression involves both the
playing and the expression. Rather, our seeing is one form
that thought takes in our lives, and it is only in a world of
thought that there can be aspects (RPP I, 1029). We have
thinking eyes and we see thinkingly. In De Anima, Aristotle
shows that all aesthesis, all perception, tends towards a uni-
versal, even if every sense has its own specific field, so that
what is immediately given is not universal. The fact is that
we see particulars in relation to something universal. We see
not merely a white patch, but a man. Merleau-Ponty, in his
book The Phenomenology of Perception, restates Aristotle’s
position, giving it a linguistic turn. He says that “language
intervenes at every stage of recognition by providing pos-
sible meanings for what is in fact seen, and recognition
advances along with linguistic connections” (131). In this
sense, seeing can be a direct and immediate grasp of the
meanings of things. 

Can there then be a connection between a pathology of
mind and a pathology of seeing? What would it be like to be
aspect-blind? What would the world of the aspect-blind per-
son be like? The eyesight of such a person would not be de-
fective in any ordinary sense, but he would be unable to see
a picture jump from one aspect to another. He would not, for
example, see the Necker cube switch from first pointing
down to then pointing up, though he might be able to reason
that the existence of two aspects is a possibility. Further-
more, he might be blind to the expression on a face. He
might not see the picture face of Descartes as proud or pious
or cheerful, though he might be able to learn to deduce from
its features that it expressed these characteristics. In general,
his attitude toward pictures would be quite different from
that of a person who is able to see aspects (RPP II, 49). It
might be like the attitude most of us have toward a blue-
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These pathological cases suggest that there exists a deep
connection between aspect-seeing and meaning. The human
world—our world—is full of meanings. Pictures, words,
objects point away from themselves and towards other
things through an endless web of connections. Meaning
arises and spreads out through our recognition of the funda-
mental interconnectedness of things, the unity of being. In
this regard, aspects are themselves meanings, and as such
they belong, I would suggest, to human experience. Neither
beasts nor gods see aspects, at least not as fully as we do.
Animals for the most part appear to be unable to see some-
thing as something else. A dog might mistake a stick for a
bone, but it cannot see the stick as a bone. The Homeric
gods seem to live in a world almost devoid of representa-
tions except for language. They do not create representative
works of art for themselves, though Hephaistos does make a
shield for Achilles (Homer, Iliad, 18: 478-608). Do they
delight in poetry or music? Do they find meanings in the
objects of the world? Perhaps they simply see what truly is
and stand in no need of the suggestiveness of art. All this is
merely to say, in slightly different words, what Diotima says
in the Symposium: The gods do not philosophize (204a1).

The condition of aspect-blindness also suggests a
connection between aspects in general and what we might
call “experiencing the meaning of a word” (PI, 214). What
would you be missing if you never could experience the
meaning of a word—if, for instance, you could not feel that
a word loses its meaning and becomes mere sound when it
is repeated ten times over? A word has a familiar physi-
ognomy; it arouses a feeling that it is an actual likeness of
its meaning. We manifest these feelings by the way we
choose and value words and by the care we take to find the
“right” word. The meanings of words are like the aspects of
visual representations: a sentence can resemble a painting in
words; an individual word in a sentence can resemble a pic-
ture (PI, 215).
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Gelb. In most respects Schneider appeared to be quite
normal, with undiminished language ability, intact intelli-
gence, and adequate visual acuity. But Goldstein and Gelb
discovered that Schneider was unable to identify certain
words and objects when they were exposed briefly on a
special viewing apparatus called a tachistoscope, a device
that displays images for a specified length of time. If letters
or pictures were shown him with their contours obscured or
their interiors marked by cross-hatching, he was unable to
recognize them. Even the difference between straightness
and curvature escaped him. The doctors eventually learned
that he could read words and recognize objects and pictures
only through a series of slight head and hand movements,
which could be frustrated if several lines led away from a
single point. 

Away from the laboratory and out in the real world,
Schneider managed to find his way around only by using
cues to deduce what things were. He was able to distinguish
a tree from its shadow because the shadow was darker. He
could distinguish men from vehicles because men were
narrow and tall, whereas vehicles were long and wide.
Merleau-Ponty says that he had lost “the symbolic function”
(123). For him the world no longer had any physiognomy,
no characteristic look or feel. Schneider had also lost the
ability to see things as representations, and consequently
could no longer wonder, for wonder is possible only when
we can see in something both that it is and that it is not. He
could himself no longer recognize the power of images to
express meaning and to point beyond themselves. Merleau-
Ponty remarks that “it was through his sight that mind in
him was impaired” (126). It seemed that mind no longer
informed his eyes. The best his eyes could do was to send
information about what was in front of him to his mind,
which would then reason about what there was. In a sense,
his eyes could no longer see. 
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As an example, consider the two ideas “fat” and “thin.”
Would you be inclined to say that Friday was thin and
Thursday fat, or the reverse? Which one feels right to you?
Here “fat” and “thin” are not metaphors. Someone who does
not understand what is being asked here would be at a loss—
but not because he did not understand the primary meanings
of the four words. In fact, it is just because he does under-
stand these meanings that the question might seem like
nonsense to him. These people exhibit a kind of meaning-
blindness, or perhaps meaning-myopia, as most of us do to
some degree. For these people, “finding the right word”
often involves thinking things through, figuring them out,
rather than listening for the right fit. They might have a hard
time appreciating poetry and certain kinds of humor, espe-
cially puns. This reminds me of a cartoon I once saw, show-
ing a man in a business suit with a briefcase, standing in his
kitchen presumably after a long day at the office (or in the
classroom), with something like a scowl on his face. His
wife cheerfully asks: “Did you have a nice day, dear?” To
this he responds: “Of course I did. You told me to, didn’t
you?” The humor turns in part on our grasping at once the
dual aspects of the expression “Have a nice day,” usually
meant as a hortatory subjunctive, but grammatically equiv-
alent to an imperative. (But I know it’s impolite to explain
jokes.)

Part Three: The Calling of St. Matthew

Seeing different aspects and experiencing multiple
meanings play important roles in our understanding and
appreciation of visual art, music, and literature, especially
poetry. Consider the representation of King William in
Figure 16 and imagine that we have the actual painting in
front of us.

We can see this image in at least three ways. That is, we
can see at least three of its aspects. First, we can see it as a

Figure 16

physical object. It is a canvas nearly eight feet high and five
feet long, surrounded by a frame of wood, rather heavy,
covered with paint of different colors and thicknesses,
applied probably by different brushes with different strokes
by Sir Godfrey Kneller sometime in the late seventeenth
century.

Second, we can see it as what we might call a geomet-
rical object. We can focus on its composition, on how the
shapes and colors blend or contrast, on which lines point in
which directions, and on how our eyes are guided through
the picture by its geometrical and optical qualities. Finally,
we can view it as a portrait of King William III. We can
study his facial expression and his posture. We can notice
his eyes looking down at us, and his left hand encircling the
handle of his sword while it gently holds his cloak. We see
his power; perhaps we can see his justice. Our seeing of the
painting as King William is continuous. We don’t see it now
as King William, now as paint on canvas, though one might
make an effort to do so. But no effort is needed to see it as
a representation of a living human being.
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changes for him. He sees what he had not seen before.
Caravaggio’s painting attempts to reveal this moment of
conversion, or what we might call a sudden change in
aspect. We can examine the painting under three or four
aspects.

In its aspect as a physical
object, the painting is a large
square. Caravaggio has applied the
paint thinly to the canvas, using
only a small number of colors. A
very close inspection would reveal
brush strokes that to the trained eye
could indicate the size of the
brushes Caravaggio used, and per-
haps even the haste or care with
which the paints were applied.

When we consider the geomet-
rical aspect of the painting, we see
that it is divided into two parts. The

standing figures on the right form a vertical rectangle; those
gathered around the table on the left, a horizontal block or
triangle. The two groups are separated by a void that is
bridged by a pointing hand. There is a grid pattern of ver-
ticals and horizontals that serve to knit the picture together:
the window, the table, the finger of the bearded man sitting
at the table, a stool, a line running up the wall in the upper
left. The contrast of light and shadow serves to guide our
eye across the painting from right to left.

When we turn out attention to the content aspect of the
painting, we notice that the setting seems ordinary, unre-
markable. Perhaps it is a room in a tavern or, if the scene is
outdoors, a courtyard. And yet, even if we did not see it
hanging in the chapel, we might see at once that it is a reli-
gious painting. The languid, pointing hand of Jesus com-
mands assent in a way that might exceed mere human
authority. The light streaming in from the right over the head
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Figure 17 shows another painting, The Calling of St.
Matthew by Caravaggio. It was painted around 1600 and hangs
in a small corner chapel in the Church of San Luigi dei Francesi
in Rome.

It is about eleven feet on each side. On the other two walls
of the sanctuary hang two other depictions by Caravaggio
from the life of St. Matthew. It is impossible to view this
painting head-on without entering the sanctuary, so most
people see it at an angle from the left, as shown in Figure
18.

As we know from Scripture, the painting is a representa-
tion of a conversion, that is, a turning. Levi (the pre-conver-
sion name of Matthew) becomes Matthew—and the world
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Figure 17



But we know that there a fourth aspect to this painting,
along with its being a physical object, a geometrical object,
and a representational object. The painting is itself derived
from a representation in words, a Gospel story. Here are the
accounts of Matthew’s calling from his Gospel, and also
from the Gospels of Mark and Luke. First Matthew:

As Jesus passed on from there, he saw a man called
Matthew sitting at the tax office; and he said to him
“Follow me.” And he rose and followed him (Matt.
9:9).

Mark writes:
And as he passed on, he saw Levi the son of Alphaeus
sitting at the tax office, and he said to him, “Follow
me.” And he rose and followed him (Mark 2:14).

And Luke:
After this he went out, and saw a tax collector, named
Levi, sitting at the tax office; and he said to him,
“Follow me.” And he left everything, and rose and
followed him (Luke 5:27-28).

The accounts are bare and simple, merely hints of what
might have taken place. What strikes us, however, is what
the stories do not say. No account suggests that Matthew
hesitated or questioned before leaving his collection table
when summoned by Jesus. Of course, Caravaggio’s under-
standing of the story may be that it is fully human to doubt
and question and ask, so that, despite the Gospel narrative,
the bearded man sitting at the table, whose finger points
questioningly, almost unbelievingly, is very likely Matthew. 
But if this is not the case, if his own finger is not pointing at
himself, who is Matthew? Jesus does not seem to think that
he’ll need to stay long to answer questions, because his foot,
seen in the lower right, is already turned to leave. Is it clear
at whom Jesus is looking and pointing? If we follow the arc
of his finger, is it not met by the body of the hunched-over
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of Jesus draws our attention to his face and hand. There is
also an urgency and a dignity about the painting that sug-
gests there is other work to be done than counting money.
Some people might come to see this as a religious painting
only with help from cues—for example, the halo over the
head of Jesus. Others will recognize this aspect right away.
It is perhaps only or largely through created images and
words that the divine becomes picturable, and so enters the
world. Religious paintings, therefore, play a special role in
revealing the power of pictures in general to disclose what
there is.

The bearded tax-gatherer, Levi, is seated at a table in the
center of a corolla consisting of himself and four others,
perhaps his assistants. Coins litter the table, and the
hunched-over figure on the left appears to be counting some
of them. The group is lighted by a source at the upper right.
Jesus, his eyes veiled in shadow, with a halo hinting at his
divinity, enters alongside Peter. A gesture of his right hand
summons Levi, who is surprised by the intrusion of these
bare-footed men, and perhaps dazzled by the sudden light
from a just-opened door. Levi draws back and gestures
toward himself, as if to ask, “Who, me?” while his right
hand remains pressed onto some coins. The two figures to
the left are so concerned with counting money that they are
oblivious to the arrival of Christ, and so symbolically de-
prive themselves of the opportunity he offers for salvation.
The two boys in the center do respond, the younger one
drawing back as if to seek Levi’s protection, the older, with
his sword hung conspicuously, leaning forward somewhat
menacingly towards Peter, who seems to freeze him in place
with a finger. For the moment captured in the picture, no one
does anything. In another second, Matthew will rise up and
follow Jesus and his world will be forever different. The
painting captures the very moment of Matthew’s turning.

This brief account of the painting is much like what you
would find in many art books, and has been an accepted
version for many years. It is both revealing and compelling.



told to hear these measures as an opening theme, how am I
to obey this order? I might be able to be taught exactly why
this other theme is a variation on the opening, but unless I
hear it as one, I will remain deaf to some aspect of the
music. Instructions like: “Think of it as a march, then you
will play it right,” or “You must hear this section as a
response to that one,” or “Hear this as in the Phrygian mode,
then you will get the ending”—these ways of guiding are
common and useful and not metaphorical. They can bring us
to hear aspects and not merely to reason our way to them.

As for poetry, I feel I have little insight. We might per-
haps improve our reading of poetry by paying more atten-
tion to the experience of a word’s meaning. The tempo, too,
at which one reads a poem seems to be as important as it is
in music, and may be analogous to the distance at which one
views a painting. There may be a reading speed at which a
poem is most at home, most itself. I don’t know how one
comes to hear what this tempo would be, or how exactly the
tempo affects the life of the poem, but I am pretty sure that
some people possess this sense as much as others possess a
sense for the right tempo of a piece of music. Perhaps study-
ing music helps one’s reading of poetry. I think also that
someone who knows the meter of a poem hears it differ-
ently, and would read it differently, from someone who does
not know the meter. If we think of the poem as a living
thing, we’ll understand that hearing its integrity requires that
we attend to the aspects of both meter and tempo. 

The ability to experience the meanings of words plays a
critical role in appreciating metaphors and similes. There are
what may be called “secondary” senses of words, which can
be used and understood only if the primary meaning of a
word is already understood. If I say, “For me the vowel ‘a’
is red,” I do not mean “red” in a metaphorical sense, because
I could not express what I want to say in any other way than
by means of the idea “red” (PI, 216). A secondary sense is
something like an aspect, and those who are deaf or insen-
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young man, whose back curves up and whose head leans
towards Jesus? His eyes are the only ones of the five at the
table that are not illuminated by the bright light from the
right. We are drawn toward both pairs of shadowed eyes—
the young man’s and those of Jesus—not because they are
focal points of lines of light, or because they are centrally
placed. They are human eyes in shadow and they beckon us
because we want to know who they belong to and what they
imply. If the young man is Matthew—and I offer this with
many reservations—then the painting depicts a turning or
conversion without hesitation, without questioning, without
delaying at Kierkegaard’s stage of infinite resignation before
arriving at faith (Fear and Trembling, 46)—an unexpected
and undeserved grace. It is a conversion that Matthew ex-
periences as a sudden change of aspect, for which no prepa-
ration was required, or even possible. 

We take interest in works of art such as Caravaggio’s
Calling of St. Matthew in part because they seem to affirm
their own being, even while they exist as representations.
They compel us to wonder about how true they might be.
But because the unity of a work of art is never completely
and simply given, that is, because it requires our seeing and
talking to bring it continuously into being, it questions us
and engages us in dialectic, much as great books can do. As
we talk about—and with—a work of art, it may reveal to us
its aspects, which can be thought of as its possible unities,
and therefore its possible modes of being as an object and as
a representation.

In music we also recognize the importance of aspect-
hearing in the instructions given on how to listen or how to
play. Not merely “louder,” “softer,” “faster,” “slower,” but,
as Wagner does in Tristan und Isolde, “ever more ani-
mated,” or “with elevation,” or “with enthusiasm.” Tchai-
kovsky asks the pianist to play the opening theme of his first
piano concerto with “much majesty.” Instructions like these
must make sense; they must click in some way. When I am
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sitive to secondary meanings will be less able to get into a
poem and feel their way around in it. They might of course
still learn to analyze, how to recognize to some degree what
the poem is saying and how, but they won’t be able to hear
the poem in the same way as those to whom secondary
meanings are alive. “Sorrow is like a leaden gray sky” is
either heard and acknowledged or else analyzed into sub-
mission. A poem can awaken a secret life in ordinary words
that seem used up, exhausted of meaning. Since we find
much of our experience to be equally ordinary and unre-
markable, a poem can help us see new aspects of our experi-
ences, by calling into question our usual ways of describing
them.

Let me close with the suggestion that coming to see new
aspects—and thus perhaps to answer the question What is
there? differently—is a central part of one’s experience
while a student at St. John’s, and can remain so throughout
life. Conversations can provide occasions for changes of
aspect in both our seeing and our thinking, as long as we
keep in mind that not every question requires an answer. In
seminar we all make the effort to understand why others say
what they say. We also ought to try our best to see what they
see. Questions are often requests that we look at things
differently, and that we try to find the maximum amount of
common ground with others.

And finally, I must return again to that writer I cannot
escape. When St. Augustine, in tears and almost in despair,
hears the voice of a child while he sits in the garden, he
takes the voice as a command from God to open the first
book he comes across and to begin reading. He hears the
voice as a command and he obeys it. When he later leaves
the garden, the world he enters is completely different for
him, and yet nothing in it has changed. We can imagine that
he hears the voice the way he does because he has received
grace. Perhaps such graces grace our own lives too, and—
who knows?—perhaps we can come to see the duck-rabbit
as a paradigm for the miracle.
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Louis Petrich is a tutor at St. John’s College in Annapolis. He sent this open letter
to the college community from his sabbatical during the 2009-2010 academic year.

REFLECTIONS

FULL FATHOM FIVE:
A TUTOR’S SEA CHANGE
Louis Petrich

I send my hearty greetings to the community of St. John’s College
from the Caribbean island of Bonaire (part of the Netherlands
Antilles, 50 miles north of Venezuela), where, after seven years as
a tutor, I am privileged to be spending my first sabbatical. There
is no place I prefer to St. John’s for finding my satisfaction in this
life. I don’t need to specify its forms—you know them. But you
must also know what one American writer said after he found his
calling and happiness at a pond outside Concord, Massachusetts:
“Thank Heaven, here is not all the world.”

I am exploring and learning the ways of another world—the
underwater world. I wish I could show this world to you. Maybe
then it would not seem puzzling that I would choose to dive these
warm coral reefs for a whole year rather than immerse myself in
all those good, non-Program books I have collected over the
years, but never have time to read at the College. I could show
you some photos that I have taken of the marine life in the
southern Caribbean, including one of a unicorn filefish (Aluterus
monoceros), which is almost as rare here as a unicorn. But I don’t
think you would be that impressed. Rareness by itself does not
signify beauty, or even inspire wonder. So let me instead try to put
into words an impression of what my island life is like. 

It is strange for me to make this effort, since one of the
pleasures I take in diving everyday—often twice, and usually
with my wife or eleven-year old son as a partner—is not having
to talk much about it. We have gained that pleasure with
experience. During the dive, we may point at special things or
exchange a few hand signals, and in an emergency we can bang
on our tank and hope for immediate attention. But otherwise,



a protected national park. Fishing is forbidden. Divers must pay a
park entrance fee and pass a buoyancy control test before being
permitted to dive. No gloves allowed. The reefs and animals may
not be handled, but they may be watched very closely, at any hour
of the day or night, according to one’s interest and pleasure. 

The biologists I have met all testify that there is no place on
earth where a person can have such unmediated access to abun-
dant animal life as one finds on Bonaire. Perhaps, they tell me, the
species count in tropical jungles is similar, but the jungles do not
offer free and easy access. In just the first minute of a descent to
forty feet, I have learned to identify thirty species on average (and
that’s just the fish)—one species every two seconds. My son
Louie can do better, since his vision is still acute at all distances.
If we were to include the coral and the other invertebrates and the
aquatic plants, the species count would double. This abundance of
life satisfies a passion that is not only taxonomical. O Lord, how
manifold are thy works! In wisdom hast thou made them all: the
earth is full of thy riches. So is this great and wide sea, wherein
are things creeping innumerable, both small and great beasts
(Psalm 104: 24-25). 

Bonaire’s “things creeping innumerable” are mostly small
(under a foot in length) or medium-sized (up to three or four feet).
Yes, there are leviathans out there: the whale shark (up to fifty-
five feet), the great hammerhead shark (twenty feet), and the
goliath grouper (eight feet), but these creatures are very rarely
sighted on Bonaire’s reefs. (Once I did encounter a goliath
grouper, also known as a “jewfish.” At first I thought he was a big
boulder. He was sleeping on the bottom at 106 feet and barely
budged when I poked him in the side. If he had felt that his meal
were being threatened, he might have charged me like a bull.
Some scripture commentators say it was a goliath grouper that
swallowed Jonah. I cannot dismiss the claim.) So I dive with a
magnifying glass in hand, very slowly, becoming one with the
seeing of my eyes. Ideally, a gentle current carries me, and my
muscles do no work except to turn my head, point my glass, and
breathe. I feel no gravity so long as I remain neutrally buoyant, a
state I maintain by proper breathing, as fish do by adjusting the
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diving delights me as a speechless activity of beholding the
myriad forms of life and their busy behaviors. To call them
“fantastical” is no exaggeration. Were it not for the limited supply
of air and the loss of body heat over time, I am not sure that my
activity of beholding would come to an end. The bulk of these
lines were written during an extended interval on the surface,
which is necessary to allow the nitrogen absorbed under pressure
to escape from my blood and tissues before I can safely return to
the deep, where I would otherwise linger and marvel as if present
at the fifth day of Creation—and that day were enough. 

On the surface, Bonaire is not sublime. It is a small and
simple island, about five miles wide and twenty-four miles long,
shaped like a crescent, and home to about fifteen thousand
people—Antilleans, Dutch, and foreign residents like me. There
are no traffic lights on the island, no stop signs, no buses, no horns
blowing except to say “hello,” no theaters or cinemas, no long
stretches of white sandy beaches packed with oily sunbathers (the
beaches are rocky), no hotel or restaurant chains, no malls—
nothing, really, worth shopping for (the island produces only
salt)—and no fall, winter, or spring. There is always a breeze to
satisfy the windsurfers and kitesurfers and to make the hot sun
feel dry and light. Parrots squawk and some fifty other species of
birds sing at dawn to wake us up. Iguanas warm themselves on
the rocks, while wild donkeys and goats go marauding through
the dusty yards and fields, where our bare feet have acquired
calluses. Our hair has grown longer and lighter-colored,
toughened by the salt of the turquoise sea, which is never far from
view. Pink flamingos by the hundreds paint themselves on inner
landscapes, wherever the water pools. The capital of the island,
Kralendijk, can be traversed in about five minutes—a fact that has
led many a cruise ship passenger to wander off in conspicuous
confusion, looking for things that Bonaire simply does not have.
We point them back toward their ships and their buffets. What
Bonaire does have, most emphatically, is the freest and easiest
diving in the entire world, on healthy coral reefs that can be
reached from shore after a five- to ten-minute snorkel from almost
any point on the island. The surrounding sea, down to 250 feet, is
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to breathe. This is not a threatening gesture, the books say. (Why
can’t it be both threatening and respiratory?) I approach very
slowly, head-on, to stare into its face. If you touch its tail, the
moray, feeling “mugged,” may turn round, bite, and not let go
until its teeth have ripped off whatever they have seized.
Approached from the front, however, they hold steady and
breathe ominously, not recognizing me as either prey or predator.
But if the moray sees his green reflection in my camera apparatus,
he may poke his snout into the housing. In this way, while he gets
acquainted with a puzzling stranger, I get an extraordinary photo.
I have also seen one divemaster scratch a green moray under the
gills; the moray appeared to enjoy this, as if he were being
cleaned by a little sharknose goby.

I save my scratching for creatures who breathe with their
mouths shut. Who would have thought that if you scratch a
hawksbill turtle vigorously on its shell—especially on the under-
side—he will spin round and round, driven wild with the pleasure
of it? I have done this only a few times. The turtle conservation-
ists of the island (who tag, track, and protect the endangered sea
turtles) patrol assiduously for trespassers on the turtle breeding
grounds, for turtle chasers, and for turtle ticklers. Not all turtles
are brave enough to defy this mafia and submit to the tickling, and
only a few divers even know about this secret pleasure. 

The Caribbean reef octopus is said to be a “curious” animal;
some even pronounce him “intelligent.” Not because he changes
his colors, instantly and dramatically, to camouflage himself
against any background or to intimidate his opponents. Many reef
fish and creatures change their colors as admirably as he does.
(How do they change so expertly, I wonder? And do any of them
have a “true” color?) The reef octopus appears curious and keen
because you can see him take various objects with one or more of
his eight arms, bring them under his head, and, after a period of
scrutiny, either discard them or carry them back to his den, where
he breaks mollusks open to eat. Reaching out to take various
things in hand (or in arm) for further investigation and possible
eating looks a lot like what the more intelligent animals do.

I put my metal tank banger within reach of the octopus, to see
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volume of their air bladders.
To be free of gravity several hours a day, every day, has

become for me almost a need. I think this is one reason I see quite
a few obese scuba divers. They have discovered the only earthly
dispensation from having to carry their bodily burden. I wonder,
when I observe my large fellow humans, why the first forms of
life to emerge from the sea would have given up their freedom to
be oppressed by weight. When my air is running low and I make
my exit to shore, the first several steps on the sloping rocky coast
under the renewed pull of gravity are very difficult to take. I have
to concentrate on how to walk; otherwise, I would tumble, and the
surf would dash me on the rocks. This has happened more than
once. This forgetting how to walk, especially with all that extra
scuba gear to carry on my back, poses the most likely peril of
daily multi-diving. 

Yet the physical pleasure of freedom in diving is only second-
ary. The primary pleasure lies in learning to recognize all those
“somethings” in the water as the very things that are imitated and
described in my field books. The impression of random motion by
innumerable, nameless forms of life begins to make sense as I
learn to see the fish “perform their parts” time and again. My
eyes, instead of darting around to be entertained by colorful
shapes in motion, come to rest on the actions of one fish, or on the
distinct parts of a fish, until the essential aspects, which are often
inconspicuous, acquire meaning. A tiny line under the gills, a pin-
head spot next to the eye, the height of the dorsal fin, or some
other precise marking, contour, or motion—which the fish some-
how read reliably—can mark the difference between two species.
As I become more acclimated to their element, as my body’s
vibrations become unobtrusive to their senses, the fish let me get
closer. Slowly they reveal more of their forms and purposes, and
if they could talk, I almost believe they would tell me their names.
Then, perhaps, I could do without the imitations. 

Until then, let us imagine a six-foot long, green moray eel,
thick as a young pine tree. Its jaws, lined with razor-sharp teeth,
keep opening and closing—an ominous sight even to those who
know that by this action the moray moves water through its gills
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predators will notice the commotion and try to seize the half-
swallowed prey from its mouth, devouring whatever pieces they
can. Feeding happens so quickly that one seldom sees it per-
formed at all. The reef may thus give an impression of a peaceful
commingling of hundreds of species, who are content, for the
most part, to observe one another. But the reason that the little fish
live among the corals is to hide, and the reason that the bigger fish
cruise the corals is to hunt the littler ones—and hide from even
bigger ones. If the corals do not tell the whole story, they tell at
least the deadly part of it that Darwin says is difficult but neces-
sary for us to bear in mind constantly if we are to understand “the
face of nature.”

I like the reefs no less for their quiet pitilessness, and in fact
I like them all the more for bringing into focus the ultimate
concerns of the poetry that I could have been studying on this
sabbatical: 

Cast a cold eye 
On life, on death.
Horseman, pass by!

—W.B. Yeats

Yet it is not always easy to pass by these scenes coldly while
riding the warm currents of the Caribbean. On moonless night-
time dives, it is pitch black in all directions, save where my dive-
light is pointed—at the red squirrel fish and cardinal fish, the most
common night-hunters. I love their vibrant red colors and black
eyes—overly large in order to admit the scant rays of stars that
barely penetrate the deep. Suddenly, a six-foot-long silvery tarpon
swoops across my right shoulder, brushing his caudal fin against
me. Then there is another one, shooting forward from directly
below my chest, with a sharksucker attached to his side. They are
using my light to hunt. 

They have used me thus hundreds of times, but my heart still
quickens when hungry creatures as big as I swim past me, abrupt-
ly and intimately, from out of the darkness. I join the party of the
hunter, coldly shining my light on the sleepy ocean surgeonfish
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if he will take it under his head to test its nature. He grabs it with
three arms and starts to glide off toward the protection of a
crevice. I want that tank banger back. It’s mine. I kick hard to
chase the octopus, while reaching out with one arm, hoping he’ll
drop the banger. He turns entirely white, blows himself up to
twice his former size, and extends his eight arms in a circle
around his body, hovering above the banger. I keep at a respectful
distance and estimate my chance of winning a tug of war with this
inky octopus over a fourteen dollar tank banger. That is what
intelligent animals do. I decide to let him keep it. 

I said earlier that diving is primarily a visual, not a tactile
experience. But now I find it necessary to say this differently.
When I take my four-year old daughter, Abigail, down to fifteen
feet on my spare regulator hose, and we swim around the bottom
together for forty-five minutes, she wants to touch everything she
sees. I have to teach her what to avoid by holding her back with
my hands. She learns the hard way, too. Once, having picked up
a pink, fuzzy, caterpillar-like thing, she signaled me urgently to
surface. “My fingers are burning, daddy,” she cried. “When will
they stop?” “In a short while,” I replied. “You picked up a fire-
worm.” She sometimes surprises the flounders—overconfident in
their camouflage—with a poke from her finger: “They’re slimy,
daddy, and their eyes are funny.” (She likes to talk about all her
doings.) She tirelessly turns over rocks to uncover urchins and sea
stars; and she enjoys picking up sand to drop on the heads of
parrotfish as they busily scrape up algae. “They drop sand on us
when they poop, so it’s only fair,” she says. All her instinctive
touching of things is how we get to know those things better: we
have learned by the reactions of sea creatures to our touch how
stunningly changeable they are, and how thoroughly they asso-
ciate being touched—being known—with being eaten. 

Most predators on the reef swallow their prey whole (sharks
and barracudas being two notable exceptions). But if a piscivore
happens to take a fish in the wrong position for swift swallowing,
it will pitilessly bash on the rocks whatever protrudes from its
mouth, until it can safely let go to swallow its prey again—whole.
It has to perform the bashing very quickly, because the other
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Fish are spawning all the time, though it takes patient obser-
vation to notice it. In the late afternoons, you may spy peacock
flounders gliding three feet off the bottom like Frisbees, risking
their lives to signal a readiness to mate. When the male and
female Frisbee-flounders come together like two hands in prayer,
they shoot up toward the surface and release their gametes near
the top of the water column, where the gametes’ predators are
least abundant. Then they separate and return at once to the
bottom, making themselves indistinguishable from the sand or
rocks. Those four seconds of jetting upward look so unlike the
behavior of flounders that I wonder if this joint activity is when
they are most at-work-being-themselves, or most possessed by
something outside themselves. As my daughter, innocent of phil-
osophy, would say, “It’s freaky, either way.”

Each evening at dinner we watch the sun set over the Carib-
bean from our seaside patio dining room. We look for the prover-
bial “green flash” at the very instant of the sun’s disappearance
below the horizon. We have yet to see it. To be honest, more often
than not these passing days, we forget to look. Some of the old
and experienced divers I have met have grown tired of looking for
new things on the reefs, and don’t seem to think it is worth the
effort anymore to go deep. Of our “brave new world, that has such
creatures in it,” they would say (if they knew their Shakespeare),
“’Tis new to thee.” Can we not find ways to keep this world new?

When we have our diving friends to dinner, we sometimes
find it pleasant to play a game of “sea charades.” The children
start it off by acting like their favorite fish. Even the tired, old
divers enjoy the renewed experience of not quite knowing what in
the world they’re looking at: Abigail wiggling around on her back
is . . . a fairy basslet, which can swim belly up; Louie sticking out
his stomach and pulling at his nose in the corner is . . . a sharpnose
puffer that inflates itself when there is no escape. When it’s my
turn, I go to the refrigerator and take out the most unappetizing
leftover I can find and eat it. I am . . . an angelfish, which has
evolved to eat certain things that no other fish will eat (sponges)
because they taste bad. In fact, I have adapted myself to occupy
this niche in our family, as a matter of economy. But to see the
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(whom I don’t much care for), and I watch the tarpons try to
swallow them up before they slip away into the recesses of the
coral. The tarpons’ mouths open widely, creating an audible
suction that draws their prey from a foot away into their maws,
quicker than I can see. A jolt of satisfaction passes when they
catch their prey—or rather, when we catch our prey. Questions
arising from my partisan participation in this sea hunt intrude on
my breathing and my buoyancy. When the jaws of death open
wide for me, will I slip away into a dark, secret place for all time?
Or will a light be held to mark my drawing into that sudden,
irresistible openness? 

The night-prowling tarpons always make a big impression on
divers, but they are nothing compared to the little longfin damsel-
fish, three inches in length, that spend their lives (up to ten years)
aggressively guarding a patch of algae the size of a doormat. If I
get within a few feet, they’ll charge directly into my mask or nip
at my hands. It feels like a little pinch. You can see them routinely
drive away fish ten times their size, because no one likes being
nipped at incessantly; and besides, there is always some place else
to go on the reefs for food or shelter. If the damselfish were as
large as the fish they attack, the reefs would not be swimmable. I
thank the Creator for making the most aggressive animal in the
Caribbean so small. 

One of the highlights of my diving sabbatical occurred during
the two coral spawning periods, a week after the full moons of
September and October. The reefs became cloudy with gametes,
released in unison at night by hosts of invertebrates. The touch-
me-not sponges emitted their seed like smoke from chimneys.
The always-recumbent tiger tail sea cucumbers stood up verti-
cally and spewed forth stuff that looked like breath in cold air.
The star corals released their little balls of DNA nonstop, like
bubbles from a carbonated beverage. This sea of fecundity stag-
gered the senses. It went on for three successive nights, while
most of the fish that would have eaten the gametes slept. I felt awe
to see how these creatures beat the bad odds of the ocean by
means of a coordinated, all-out emptying of themselves, twice a
year. 
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familiar things in life as tasteless leftovers is not a fine, or even
fitting, use of either our senses or their things. Let it always be
worth the effort, I pray, to go down deep, again and again, into
this world of sensuous things. That is the simple meaning of this
sabbatical, put into words. 

I was afraid at one time that by revealing my free and easy
occupations in this “Divers Paradise” (the official motto of the
island), I would cause there to be sent a “messenger of Satan” to
molest my breathing and my buoyancy. That messenger has long
since come to the occupants of the air-breathing world, even here
on Bonaire; but not even the omnipresent internet together with
all its beeping, vibrating, pocket-sized accomplices can reach me
underwater—yet. So then, as my surface interval comes to a
close, I end these impressions of my island life without fear of the
new or the old, but with gratitude for the existence and easy avail-
ability of this underwater world that is not all the world, and with
praise to the College for granting its tutors this time of reju-
venation to keep us up with youth and its joys—and in touch with
things of beauty and wonder. Fare you well, as to the elements of
the isle I go free, unwearied, changed, to see things rich and
strange.
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FAT WEDNESDAY
John Verdi, Fat Wednesday:Wittgenstein on
Aspects.
Philadelphia: Paul Dry Books, 2010, xii + 296
pages.

Book Review by Eva Brann

I’ll reveal my own predilections and aversions up front: I trust
Socrates—without completely believing him—and I distrust
Wittgenstein, without thinking him completely wrong. In fact,
I’m in some respects terminally puzzled by both, but more so by
Wittgenstein, whose main book, as John Verdi tells us on the first
page of Fat Wednesday (the title will be explained below and has
a purely coincidental relation to “Fat Tuesday,” Mardi Gras),
contains 784 questions of which only 110 are answered, and 70 of
those wrongly—on purpose. Now 744 unanswered questions
seems to me an overplus of perplexity; I am especially sensitive
to such erotetic overload (from erotesis, “question”), since I have
heard it said of our college that we accept students who know
nothing and graduate them now knowing that they know nothing. 

So I was a grateful member of a faculty study group on this
question-laden work, the Philosophical Investigations, which
John Verdi led in the spring of 2009, as he was writing his own
book, with the resigned calm of a man who does believe in this
author and is, for that very reason, unwilling to proselytize. Under
his guidance and in conversation with my colleagues I learned a
lot, enough to formulate two judgments. One concerned the
reason for my near-constitutional incomprehension of Wittgen-
stein’s project: he is the only non-fiction writer I know whose
outlook on life is systematically—and rousingly—askew of mine.
The other judgment was that Verdi’s book would likely be a most
trustworthy introduction to this strange thinker’s upending of all
that seems humanly sensible. And so it proved. 

REVIEWS
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Wittgenstein’s aim is to establish the centrality of resem-
blance: family resemblance is to replace essence. Verdi [12]*

quotes Wittgenstein’s account of this point:

[F]or the various resemblances between members of a
family . . . overlap and criss-cross in the same way.
[W]e extend our concept . . . as in spinning we twist
fibre on fibre. And the strength of the thread does not
reside in the fact that some fibre runs through the
whole length, but in the overlapping of many fibres
(Philosophical Investigations, §67). 

So we are not to ask, What do the phenomena to which we
naturally give one name have in common? Instead, we are to look
for a sequence of resemblances; the first and last of these must
perforce be quite unlike each other or there will be, after all, a
thread of sameness. In the old ontology (set out in Plato’s Sophist)
resemblance or likeness is sameness conjoined with otherness.
But, true to his program, Wittgenstein does not engage in nailing
down centralities but in clarifying concepts: “Conceptual (lin-
guistic) questions ground casual questions, not the other way
around” [5]. 

(This is the late Wittgenstein. I want to take the opportunity
here to express a personal fascination. Wittgenstein recanted—
how deeply is a matter of debate—his early Tractatus Logico-
Philosophicus, a hard-edged view of a world consisting of logi-
cally connected facts exactly pictured by our language, which is
similarly structured, so that reality is explicable by a logical
analysis of language. To me it is an absorbing question whether
there are systematic differences between thinkers who develop by
absorptive tweaking and those whose maturity comes through
degrees of self-refutation. Is the latter a mark of unflagging vigor
or of suspect instability?)

The crucial word of Verdi’s sentence is in parentheses: Witt-
genstein seems to equate the terms conceptual and linguistic. A
concept is not, as we were brought up to think, a cognitive entity.
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* Page numbers in brackets refer to Fat Wednesday.

In Fat Wednesday, Verdi approaches Wittgenstein through
two notions central to his later thinking: aspect-seeing and experi-
encing the meaning of words. The first three chapters explicate
these, while the last two introduce Verdi’s own development and
applications of these two topics. So his book introduces us both to
Wittgenstein and to the world his work implies. It seems to me
that, considering Wittgenstein’s relentless the-proof-is-in-the-
pudding attitude toward human mentation, this organization is
faithful to Wittgenstein’s intention, since it shows what one can
do with his way of seeing and speaking. 

What then is aspect-seeing and why is it crucial to Wittgen-
stein? Such “seeing” is based on an ineradicable ambiguity: one
shape, objectively self-same, is seen alternately in one way and in
another. Since such ambiguity arises primarily in the absence of
context, deliberately devised drawings instigate it best. The most
famous of them (Verdi illustrates several) is the “duck-rabbit,” a
figure showing two forked protrusions, devised to look now like
a duck’s open bill, and then again like a rabbit’s laid-back ears.
The picture is one, but the aspect “goes about hither and thither”
(Verdi points out that this is the etymology of the word ambi-
guity), so that we cannot help “seeing” the picture flip between
resembling a duck and resembling a rabbit. This raises the ques-
tion, What is resemblance?

Here I confess that I have two misgivings of my own about
Wittgenstein’s project. One is that aspect-seeing is not a novel no-
tion, as Wittgenstein seems to suggest, but is related, rather, to an
old, old question—the one-over-many problem in metaphysics,
where it is precisely the aspect (a fair translation of eidos, that is,
looks or form) that is one, and the appearances, the phenomena,
that are many. (So why, incidentally, does Wittgenstein write as if
philosophical investigation began with him?) The other misgiv-
ing, less born of irritation, is that I have little faith in basing in-
quiry on special and devised cases, which are essentially distinct
from the ideal cases that I would rather look to. These ideal cases
may go fuzzy at the edges, but are probably substantial at the
center. But then, it is just this center that, as Verdi confirms, Witt-
genstein wishes to attenuate. 
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Privacy and sociality are central issues for Wittgenstein, since
we operate, he thinks, with words as if we were playing language-
games. These games are governed by socially established rules
that we must learn; the rules tell me what the words, the game-
pieces of language, do and what moves are permitted, just as the
rules of chess govern that game. “One would not say,” as Verdi
neatly puts it, “‘I know what a bishop does. Now tell me what it
really is’” [45]. It is a neat formulation because it raises the
question-hackles. Does it mean “would not” or “should not”? I for
one would ask, meaning I might like to think about, “What, really,
is a lusory bishop, a piece of ecclesiastic anthropomorphism (like
a nautical nun-buoy)? What causes its possibility, beyond its
being enmeshed in a game?” Can I be talked out of that predi-
lection? 

The rest of Verdi’s second chapter fleshes out, in lucid detail,
Wittgenstein’s disabling of the “what is it?” question—not in
terms of an argument against it, for that would be an admission of
its admissibility, but by the circumscription of an alternative way
of being in and with our world. It is a way that consigns the inner
human being to terminal opaqueness, for which it then compen-
sates by undertaking a persistent and critical analysis of behavior,
both gestural and linguistic. This way of abstemious philosophiz-
ing has at least one tremendous virtue: it raises our sensitivity to
how we learn and what we say [106]. In particular, it attunes our
ears to distinguishing how people speak before misguided ratio-
cination has tempted language into useless utterance. 

Here Verdi stops to consider the very condition I touched on
before, that there might be a real division among people’s experi-
ences, and that some people might be “aspect-blind.” In the third
chapter, he considers a group of true pathologies that afflict
patients with the inability to see ambiguities. They are literalists
of vision and language, and so miss crucial aspects of the world.
They lack experiences of meaning.

“Fat Wednesday” itself is an example of such an experience
[150]. “Fat” here is not a metaphor, since there is no sensible rela-
tion of obesity to Wotan’s Day. Unless it seems perfectly nonsen-
sical to you, it will evoke a meaning, an “emergent” meaning. I

As resemblance was construed anti-essentially, so concept is
understood anti-cognitively—if cognition is thought of as an
internal eventuation: Conceptual questions do not ask for interior
states discerned by introspection, but demand observation of the
external phenomena of linguistic usage—just enough such obser-
vation to discern how people actually use words. This notion
establishes the transition from Verdi’s first chapter, “The Aspects
Family,” to the second one, “Aspects and Words.” 

“Seeing,” for example, has two uses [25]. One use can be
accompanied by pointing to the picture of the ambiguous duck-
rabbit. But pointing is not possible for the second use, for a duck-
rabbit is not a this, but rather it flips from a this to a that. Some-
thing similar holds for any seeing of resemblance. You can’t point
to a resemblance, though you can point it out, that is, make useful
observations in words. 

Wittgenstein means something much more radical than to say
that words can be useful. He invites us to “think of words as
instruments characterized by their use” [44]. In fact, the analogy
is to a toolbox; the “functions of words are as diverse as the func-
tions of these objects” (Philosophical Investigations, §11). 

Here are my misgivings on this point. This way of analyzing
language should depend not only on a receptive ear for the phe-
nomena of speech, but on conceding our fellow human beings’
primary competence to know what they mean. I have long had my
doubts about Wittgenstein and his language-analytical progeny in
regard to the first point. As for the second, there is little doubt that
Wittgenstein means to correct my sense of which meanings are
acceptable and to control my claim that overt words express
interior events, that I often have a thought or feeling for which I
subsequently labor to find the word, and moreover, that this
language is really only residually private, because I cherish a faith
(and, finally, what else is there?) that human souls, with all the
particularity that embellishes their being, are ultimately alike—
even when they willfully plead ultimate diversity. Or to express it
in the relaxed logical mode of real thinking: we have our privacies
in common. These opinions of mine are questioned in form, but
proscribed in effect, by Wittgenstein. 
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chapter title. Verdi is as far as possible from the despicable central
European aestheticism that once permitted murder by day if only
the nights were spent listening to Schubert Lieder. Doing right
and seeing multivalently are one, to be sure, insofar as we must
be aesthetically (that is, sensorily) adroit in order to be ethically
(that is, morally) good. The former is not, however, so much a
condition for the latter as it is the same with it—an attitude
realized in a skill. Both are our very own; both are acquired by
attentive learning. Verdi calls this disposition “active tolerance”
[259]. Just as he is far removed from mere aestheticism, so too is
he worlds apart from the essentially disrespectful, because inat-
tentive, tolerance of “I’m OK, you’re OK.” Active tolerance is a
subtle, sophisticated version of the ability to see both—or even
many—sides of an issue. Where Socrates says, “Virtue is know-
ledge,” Verdi’s Wittgenstein says, “Ethics is aspect-seeing,” an
ingrained appreciation of alternate possibilities and the respect
that goes with it.

Let me indulge in a final cavil, then, one which I’ve already
intimated. Wittgenstein’s probing, pushing, and pulling feel to me
like a clearly offered and cagily retracted condemnation: state-
ments of absolute value are respectfully denominated nonsense
by him [242]. So is Verdi’s deeply liberal conclusion still Witt-
genstein, or has it become more Verdi? If the latter, I would, at
risk of paining him, take Verdi over Wittgenstein anytime. 

If Wittgenstein has got under your skin, or if you want him to,
read this book.
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think of it as a meaning-aura, a strong one for me. For in the Nazi
Germany of my childhood, Wednesday was the day of mandated
one-pot suppers (the resultant savings to be dropped into the col-
lection can of a visiting storm-trooper)—and one-pot meals tend
to be greasy. This “secondary meaning,” this emergence, is a
startling development since it seems to be an overt intimation of
interiority. As words have emergent meanings, so aspects can
emerge; the inside will be outed. 

Emergent meaning governs the fourth chapter, “Aspects and
Art.” It begins with a reflection on a portrait of Descartes by Franz
Hals, a reflection addressed to the basic ambiguity of all picture-
viewing: that there is, in one aspect, a piece of canvas with
splotches of paint that we can point to, and in another, a likeness
of something, here the man, that we can’t reach by following the
laser line from our index finger. (I might point out here that this
analysis of physical images was an abiding preoccupation of
Husserl, his student Fink, and Sartre, but I also want to retract my
complaint about Wittgenstein’s willful aboriginality. Much better
not to be too entangled in conceptual indebtedness!)

Here Verdi puts his Wittgensteinian sensibility to work on ob-
jects ranging from paintings (Verdi “sees” some arresting alter-
native aspects in well-known works) to music, to—and here it be-
comes wonderful—wine tasting, in the section entitled “Emergent
Meaning and Wine.” Verdi plucks out, from notes on wine tasting
in Wine Spectator Magazine, a group of enologically descriptive
words that are candidates for emergence, including “velvety,
chewy, taut” [201]. He observes that these terms of praise can’t be
metaphorical. Who wants to run his tongue over something
velvet-like? Instead the words carry emergent meanings, which
are shared by other people and, he implies, widen our sensibility.
If I don’t get it, I am (non-pathologically) aspect-blind. If I do, “I
can better make my way in the world of wine-tasting and de-
scribing” [203]. 

The last chapter, provocatively entitled “Ethics and Aesthe-
tics are One,” is a real culmination. It considers the discovery of
new science as a form of aspect-shift, and the letting-be of others’
religion as a form of aspect-seeing. The latter case exemplifies the
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The project of this book, Palmieri tells us, emerged slowly, in
close relation with the attempt to reenact certain of Galileo’s ex-
periments, in particular the inclined plane experiment. Galileo’s
adventure with balls rolling down inclined wooden beams was
not a single event to which a date can be assigned, nor yet a set of
operations described in sufficient detail to admit of mere copying.
It was a sequence of explorations lasting nearly a lifetime, involv-
ing difficulties and puzzles that Galileo struggled to resolve, with
less than uniform success. A love affair, Palmieri calls it.

Our author seeks to touch the very nerve of Galileo’s en-
deavor. He challenges the assumption—beguiling to some Galileo
scholars—that armchair philosophy can plumb the complexities
that Galileo met with in the inclined plane experiment. He seeks
to put himself in Galileo’s actual problem-situation, with its puz-
zles on both the experimental and the theoretical side. Experi-
mental work and theoretical explanation, carried on in tandem,
pose questions of each other. The result, Palmieri reports, is liber-
ating: the experimenter-theoretician-scholar probes more feel-
ingly, with a new intensity. He becomes a participant in a revolu-
tionary endeavor.

The earliest writings we have in Galileo’s hand appear in
Volume I of the Edizione Nazionale under the title Juvenilia,
which was assigned by the editor, Antonio Favaro. He took them
to be a compilation from unidentified sources (they remain un-
identified today). Their late-medieval character is striking. Para-
graphs frequently begin with Advertendum quod. . . (“It is to be
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leo’s writings. Nevertheless, a number of historians of science,
Pierre Duhem and Marshall Clagett prominently among them,
have concluded that Galileo’s theorem was a redaction of the
Merton Rule. 

The jury, Palmieri objects, is still out: no evidence has yet
turned up to show that Galileo actually encountered the medieval
enunciation of the Merton Rule. Palmieri suggests that such influ-
ence as the medieval discussion may have had on Galileo was
likely indirect, through the Geometry of Indivisibles (1635) of his
friend Bonaventura Cavalieri. The trajectory of Galileo’s think-
ing, Palmieri urges (following Favaro), is best determined from
his writings and the experiments he sought to carry out.

At the very time Galileo was writing the Juvenilia, and thus
becoming acquainted with the scholastic conception of the natural
world, he was also annotating Archimedes’ On Sphere and Cyl-
inder, a strict deduction of mathematical consequences from pre-
mises. The analytical thrust of Archimedean thinking, Palmieri
believes, peeps through the text of the Juvenilia. Galileo sweats to
understand the medieval four-element physics of the sublunary
realm, and how all qualities are to be derived from the four “prime
qualities” or “alterative qualities,” hot, cold, dry, and wet. Are
motive qualities and speeds grounded in this fundamental Aris-
totelian ontology? The question is not explicitly addressed in the
Juvenilia, but shows itself in Galileo’s De motu, dating from ca.
1590.

The De motu, Palmieri observes, is polemical. Galileo de-
nounces his teachers for the way they teach. When introducing the
elements of physics, they bring in Aristotle’s other works, quoting
from De anima, De caelo, or Metaphysics, as though their pupils
already knew everything or else will accept all on faith. Galileo
pledges to proceed differently, following the mathematicians in
advancing solely by deductive steps derived from explicit prem-
ises.

A central question posed in the De motu is: How do the
weights and speeds of the same body, descending along planes
differently inclined but of equal elevation, differ? By considering

noted that. . .”), a scholastic verbal tic implying that the following
sentence is accepted on authority. Is our scribe a mere copyist?
Palmieri detects indications to the contrary. In places Galileo
appears to be paraphrasing or summarizing; here and there he
leaves blank spaces as though for later comment or elucidation. 

Included in the Juvenilia is a discussion of “the intension and
remission of forms,” a much-treated topic in scholastic discus-
sions from the fourteenth century to at least the early sixteenth
century. It concerns increase or decrease in the intensity of a
quality. The hotness or hardness of a body may vary from point to
point or from instant to instant at a point. There is no evidence that
the fourteenth-century schoolmen attempted actually to measure
such variations, but they introduced language for describing them
as measurable secundum imaginationem. One of the qualities thus
dealt with was the speed of a moving body. 

To the uniform variation of the intensity of a quality, the
schoolmen applied a special rule, now dubbed “the Merton rule”
after the Oxford college where it seems to have originated. It
states that a quality varying uniformly in intensity over a spatial
distance or interval of time is equivalent to the unvarying or
uniform quality of the mean degree stretching over the same
extension, spatial or temporal. Suppose, for instance, that the
hotness of a body varies uniformly from two degrees at one end
of the body to eight degrees at the other, the degree being an
imagined unit of intensity. This “latitude of form” was said to be
equivalent to a uniform hotness of five degrees from one end of
the body to the other.

Applied to the intensity of motion or speed, the Merton Rule
was interpreted as saying that the distance traversed in a motion
uniformly accelerated from an initial to a final speed was equal to
the distance traversed in a uniform motion having the same
duration and the mean speed of the accelerated motion. Compare
this with the crucial first proposition of Galileo’s treatise “On
Naturally Accelerated Motion” in the Third Day of his Two New
Sciences (1638)—do not both come to the same result? The
Merton Rule is not mentioned in the Juvenilia or in any of Gali-
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goblet containing water which, on being struck, gave forth a
musical tone. The pitch depended on the amount of water. Years
later Galileo Galilei in his Two New Sciences told of a further
result, not previously reported: the goblet could be set singing if
its rim were stroked with a wet finger-tip. Concomitantly, a stand-
ing wave was produced on the surface of the water. Sometimes
the tone shifted up an octave, at which moment the number of
waves per unit length in the standing wave doubled. 

Palmieri—apparently the first among Galileo commentators
to do so—has replicated this experiment. Success requires prac-
tice, and it is best to begin with a large goblet (Palmieri used a
brandy snifter). One must rub the rim rhythmically, while repeat-
edly wetting the finger and watching for the evanescent wave
pattern. The wave pattern is more readily produced in the brandy
snifter than in a smaller goblet, but Palmieri found it possible to
obtain Galileo’s result also with the latter. 

The howling brass plate is another of Galileo’s experiments
that Palmieri has replicated. As Galileo reports in the Two New
Sciences, while scraping a brass plate with a chisel to remove
stains, he found himself producing sounds. Sometimes they were
musical tones, and in such cases the chisel left evenly spaced
marks on the plate. On one occasion two tones sounded in succes-
sion, forming the interval of a fifth. In the two sets of marks
formed on the plate, the numbers of marks per unit length were as
3 to 2. Getting these results was helped by a bit of practice, but
was easier than obtaining the standing wave in the glass goblet. 

A correct interpretation of these experiments presupposes the
physics of sounding bodies, which Galileo himself lacked as have
some of his recent commentators. A sounding body vibrates pre-
dominantly with certain frequencies that depend on the shape and
mechanical properties of the material. These frequencies are the
body’s “natural modes” of vibration. For a body of regular and
relatively simple shape, the predominant frequency modes are
harmonically related, e.g. as octave or fifth, etc. The vibrations
are reflected from the boundaries of the body, and the reflected
waves, combining with the original train of waves, form a stand-
ing wave pattern. For a given speed of propagation (which is de-

the forces needed to equilibrate the weight on the different planes
as weights applied to a lever, Galileo shows that the forces are in-
versely as the lengths of the planes. (Unbeknownst to Galileo at
the time of the De motu, this same result had been given in the
thirteenth-century Scientia de ponderibus attributed to Jordanus
de Nemore.)  

Galileo in the De motu also attempts to deal with the question
of why a falling body accelerates. The body’s heaviness is a virtus
impressa (impressed force) that acts downward. Were it acting
alone, Galileo assumes that it would produce a constant speed of
fall. But to this impressed force downward, Galileo adds an
accidental lightness or levity, imparted to the body when we raise
it from the earth. When we release it, its motion downward accel-
erates because the impressed lightness exhausts itself over time.
The downward acceleration is thus explained in terms of the Aris-
totelian qualities of heaviness and lightness, with the important
additional assumption that the accidental lightness decays with
time. Galileo is here entangled in the fundamental ontology and
categories of the Juvenilia, along with a misconception, widely
accepted up to the time of the publication of Descartes’s safari,
Principles of Philosophy, that every velocity has to be maintained
by an impressed force. How did he free himself—as he unques-
tionably did—from the medieval mindset and its stultifying ques-
tions?

Palmieri proposes that certain life-worldly learning experi-
ences—among them, finding how to make glass goblets sing and
brass plates howl—taught Galileo a lesson about the fine struc-
ture of nature. By patiently repeated experimentation, the young
Galileo learned how to attend to and control the fine detail of
what happens in the production of these effects. The beginnings
were in the workshop of his father, Vincenzo Galilei. During the
1580s, Vincenzo, a professional lutist, engaged in musicological
controversy. Opposing the Pythagorean claim that numerical
ratios are the cause of musical intervals—that the ratio 2:1 is the
cause of the octave, the ratio 3:2 the cause of the fifth, and so
on—he claimed that these intervals are to be determined by the
ear alone. One of his prime exhibits was the singing glass, a
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It is this that he is now seeking the essence of—naturally accel-
erated motion itself.

Galileo’s adoption of this new focus, Palmieri believes, could
have been triggered by the very intensity of the auditory and
vibratory experience of the ball rolling down its inclined track. To
receive this nonvisual experience as fully as possible, Palmieri
placed his forehead in contact with the underside of the beam
serving as inclined plane, and grasped the beam with his hands
around its sides so that his fingertips could sense the upper side of
the beam. An assistant then released a ball to roll down the
inclined plane. As it rolled, Palmieri’s fingertips picked up the
vibrations induced in the beam, which were also transmitted
through his cranial bone, and he heard the sound through his ears
as well.

The resulting experience Palmieri calls holistic auscultation.
It is no mere juxtaposition of different effects, but an integrated
effect. It powerfully suggests that through our senses we can
delve deep into the fine structure of physical reality. The experi-
ence is markedly stereoscopic. The experimenter, hugging the
plane at a particular location, is first aware of the ball’s starting to
move far up behind his head, then hurtling close by, and finally
fading away in the distance. The descending ball produces a
sound that varies as the ball speeds up. Sound and speed grow
uniformly together, and this togetherness takes center stage. The
arresting character of this experience, Palmieri proposes, could
have derailed the young Galileo’s ambition to reduce changing
speed and sound to effects of the qualities dubbed primary by
Aristotle and the schoolmen. 

In the scriptorium [where the Juvenilia were pro-
duced], the hot-cold-dry-wet chemistry of pitch and
speed can only be thought-through. But it is possible
to leave the scriptorium, visit workshops, and turn life
into a tastier affair. . . . We reach a new balance be-
tween knowledge and values when we learn how to
reconfigure life-worldly objects while letting our
senses be affected by them.

termined by the medium), the wavelength is inversely as the fre-
quency, and thus the wavelengths of two standing waves have ra-
tios inverse to the integral numerical ratios of the corresponding
natural modes. The natural modes therefore account for the emer-
gence of the Pythagorean ratios in these two experiments. By
confirming Galileo’s experimental results, Palmieri has put them
beyond doubt. They form a beautiful early confirmation of the
theory of natural modes.   

Important as this conclusion is, it is a different point that
Palmieri aims primarily to make. Galileo’s experimental results
are obtained only with patient attentiveness to the fine structure of
experience. They yield an experience in which hearing, touching,
and seeing are integrated—a holistic experience. Such experience
can direct consciousness away from false expectations and
toward new facts. This kind of learning, Palmieri proposes, assist-
ed Galileo in liberating himself from the medieval mindset with
its pre-established categories.

What about the inclined plane experiment? Here also, besides
the visual sight of a ball rolling down the plane, a complex of
other sensory data is offered—sounds, vibrations that can be
sensed through skin and bone as well as the ear, changes in sound
as a bronze or wooden ball descends along the wooden track. Did
Galileo attend in a focused way to these effects? We know only of
the cases already cited, in which he focused on the details of
experimental happenings with attentiveness and care. In the Third
Day of the Two New Sciences, in the section On Naturally
Accelerated Motion, he focuses on the kind of acceleration that
nature employs for descending bodies—on this, its consequences,
and not on causes. The latter question as posed by the schoolmen
has been set aside: 

[W]e decided to look into [the properties of this kind
of motion] so that we might be sure that the definition
of accelerated motion which we are about to adduce
agrees with the essence of naturally accelerated mo-
tion.
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concerning friction, Palmieri examined the Juvenilia and a book
on natural philosophy by Galileo’s contemporary, the Paduan
professor Giacomo Zabarella (d.1589). He found discussions of
“reaction” and “resistance,” but not of friction. The presumptive
role of friction in the inclined plane experiment, Palmieri be-
lieves, was a potent riddle leading Galileo to abandon scholastic
explanations in favor of an atomistic ontology. Galileo knew and
undoubtedly consulted Lucretius’s De rerum natura. It gives a
psychophysical explanation of pleasant and unpleasant tastes in
terms of smooth and rough or hooked atoms. The shapes of atoms
could similarly account for friction in the sliding or rolling of one
surface over another. Friction would thus be a “fight” between
particles of different shapes. The amounts of friction would no
doubt differ with the extent of contact between ball and trough,
with the shapes of atoms, and with the speed of the ball. Such
factors may be the causes of the deviations between observed and
expected time ratios above reported. But it is hard to imagine how
this hypothesis could be tested quantitatively. Besides, Galileo
may have shied away from openly entertaining a hypothesis
deriving from Lucretius’s philosophy—such a move on his part
could have led to a new charge of heresy. 

One of Lucretius’s doctrines appears to have played a seminal
role in Galileo’s thinking about falling bodies. Lucretius states
that, since bodies falling in the void meet with no resistance, all
fall with the same speed.  He attributes the observed differences
in the rates of fall to the checking action of the medium, which
hinders the motion of lighter bodies more than that of heavier
bodies. Galileo in the Two New Sciences will reach an analogous
conclusion, but with a crucial difference: all bodies falling in the
void fall, not with the same speed, but with the same acceleration.
We recall that earlier, at the time of the De motu, Galileo had
thought that the rates of fall would be as the specific gravities
(weights per unit volume) of the bodies. That assertion differed
from the Aristotelian position, which made the speed of descent
proportional to the body’s weight. Galileo rejected the latter
position on the basis of the following argument. He hypothesized
that any heavy body that falls has its speed, or (if accelerated) its

In The Two New Sciences Galileo stresses the simplicity of the
means nature adopts—in the case of descending bodies, the in-
crease of speed in proportion simply to time elapsed. Reenact-
ments of Galileo’s inclined plane experiment, however, yield at
best rough confirmations of this relation. In multiple repetitions
of the experiment, Palmieri and his students used a water clock of
the type Galileo describes, weighing the water released during the
duration of the descent to obtain a measure of elapsed time. In a
descent of the whole plane, compared with a descent of one
quarter of it, the expected ratio of the times is 2:1. In five trials of
a bronze ball one inch in diameter, running on the groove cut by
a router into the beam (so that the ball was running as though on
rails), the numbers obtained were 2.18, 2.19, 2.15, 2.09, 1.97,
averaging to 2.12, hence with 6 percent error and a root-mean-
square dispersion from the mean of 0.08. In five trials of a bronze
ball seven-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, running in the
groove, the numbers obtained were 2.04, 1.90, 1.95, 1.90, 1.84,
averaging to 1.93, hence with 3.5 percent error, and a root-mean-
square dispersion from the mean of 0.067.

Palmieri records twelve more sets of five trials each. The
errors are dramatically larger for decreased inclinations of the
plane, especially in the case of smaller and thus lighter bronze
balls. Five trials with a bronze ball seven-sixteenths of an inch in
diameter and an inclination of 1.36 degrees gave an average of
2.74, hence with 37 percent error; but five trials with a bronze ball
one inch in diameter and the same inclination yielded an average
of 2.17, hence with 8.5 percent error. An increase of the incli-
nation to 3.8 degrees for these two balls reduced the errors to 18
percent and 6 percent respectively.

The deviations from expected theoretical ratios do not easily
admit of a detailed explanation, nor does Palmieri attempt one. Of
the factors likely to be operative we mention two. Human reflexes
cannot be relied upon to open the water-clock precisely when the
ball is released to start rolling, or to close it precisely when the
ball hits the stopping block. And, throughout the run, friction is no
doubt operative. Friction is an action at or between surfaces.
Seeking to find what schoolmen were saying in Galileo’s day
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precede the cork by two or three braccia. In a fall of 1 or 2 braccia
the difference all but disappears. If in a thin medium like air, dif-
ferences of speeds all but disappear, then, Galileo claims, we are
entitled to hypothesize that in a vacuum the speeds would be
identical. For this conclusion, we note, Galileo can claim only a
hypothetical status. 

Galileo’s Third Day of his Two New Sciences is in one respect
strange—even peculiar! The First and Second Days, dealing with
the strength of materials, are clearly about real material bodies.
The Fourth Day, likewise, deals with real projectiles, actual
bodies moving through the air and resisted by it in their motion.
The mathematical part of the Third Day, by contrast, is presented
as about points descending along inclined lines. Real bodies are
absent, as are real planes along which they could descend. Fric-
tion is nowhere mentioned. The idealization of bodies is at least
as drastic as that in Euclid’s Elements. Galileo’s adoption of this
extreme idealization may owe something to the seeming impossi-
bility of eliminating the effect of the medium, and the difficulty
of quantifying the effects of friction. 

Among the numerous theorems proved in the Third Day is
the “expansion theorem”: points falling simultaneously along
variously inclined lines starting from a single point as origin are
all at each instant on the surface of an expanding sphere. Galileo
has the interlocutors of his dialogue engage in a considerable
discussion of this theorem. It may be, Palmieri suggests, a relic of
an earlier project to elaborate a Lucretian cosmogony starting
with point-atoms—another dangerous project which Galileo may
have relinquished to avoid further conflict with the papacy.  

Early in his book Palmieri cites John Dewey’s Experience
and Nature for its “take” on Galileo’s quest for a science of
nature. To Dewey, Galileo’s turn to active, controlled experimen-
tation represented a radical challenge to the Graeco-Christian
spectator-theory of knowledge. In Aristotle’s philosophy, as co-
opted by Christian philosophers like Thomas Aquinas, high value
was placed on detached contemplation of the world. The human
being was seen as situated at the center of the cosmos, empow-
ered to survey and understand its parts. But in Dewey’s pragma-

degrees of speed, fixed by nature, so that the speed or the accel-
eration cannot be increased or decreased without violence. (Thus
the argument applies whether the body falls with a constant or an
accelerated speed.) He then imagined two bodies equal in volume
and weight, e.g., two bricks. If let fall together, their speeds or
accelerations are equal, and they remain side by side. If tied
together so as to form the double weight, the result does not
change: they still fall with the same speed or acceleration, neither
“burdening” the other. Hence speed of fall cannot be proportional
to weight.  

By the time he wrote the First Day of The Two New Sciences
(probably in 1634), Galileo had concluded that all bodies that fall
begin by accelerating, and he was hypothesizing that all bodies in
the void, independent of their specific gravities, accelerate with
the same acceleration. The reasoning leading to this conclusion,
as given in the Postils to Rocco (marginal notes on a work in
which Antonio Rocco attacked Galileo’s arguments in Two New
Sciences) proceeds as follows. He imagines two equal spheres,
one of gold and the other of cork, that are let fall from the same
height. Since both are surrounded by air, both are buoyed up by
the same force, equal to the weight of the volume of air they
displace (the buoyancy effect identified by Archimedes). Each
body in its motion will also be slowed by the viscosity of the air,
and this effect, since it derives solely from a property of the air,
would likewise be the same for both. Friction, which Galileo
explains as due to the sticking of particles of the medium to the
asperities of the body’s surface, can also be imagined to differ
negligibly in the two bodies (both could be covered by the same
surface material). 

Finally, there is the resistance to the speed of each body,
which is greater for greater speeds. Galileo does not imagine that
this resistance can be eliminated practically (as it was a few years
later, after Galileo’s death, in experimentation with Torricelli’s
mercury barometer and with von Guericke’s air pump). But ex-
perience, Galileo tells us, suggests that this resistance is entirely
an effect of the medium. In a fall of the gold and cork spheres
through 100 braccia (150 feet?) in air, the gold, he asserts, will
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Ariosto’s Orlando furioso (1516). Pro-Ariosto by taste, Galileo
was vehemently anti-Tasso. He rejected Tasso’s treatment of the
human passions. Whereas in Ariosto’s poem there was a meta-
morphosis of res into verba, leading to a satisfying outcome,
Galileo judged Tasso’s poetry to lack poetic inspiration, and to
end up cobbling together fragmented concetti (imaginations)
lacking continuity and reciprocal dependence. The result was thus
like marquetry, in which colored pieces of wood are fitted to-
gether, and the border lines between pieces always remain sharp
and crudely distinguishable. Tasso had failed to realize that the
passage from res to verba must be dynamic, transformative. 

Aficionados of Tasso found in his poetry a new conception of
human feeling: feeling as a force originating from deep sources in
the senses and the body, so strong at times as to overwhelm the
mind. Imitating the pathos in Tasso’s poetry became a project for
composers of madrigals like Monteverdi. The resulting works
were among those sharply criticized by Galileo’s father Vincenzo.
Vincenzo saw “modern music” as mixing together voices and
modes, diverse words (in polyphony), different rhythms and
tempos, and thus giving rise to disparate and confusing emotional
reactions in the intellect of the listener. The future of music,
Vincenzo urged, lay in resolving the polyphonic “confusion” of
voices of the madrigal into a monodic style of singing. 

Vincenzo’s criticism of polyphonic music as fragmented and
unintelligible is closely parallel to the younger Galileo’s criticism
of Tasso’s poetry as marquetry. Palmieri sees Galileo’s disdain for
Tasso as a disdain for “the real, oblique, polyphonic nature of
experiential learning.” Galileo’s preference for Ariosto is “a pref-
erence for an ideal of experience in natural philosophy in which
he had been inducted by Mazzoni’s teachings.” But “Galileo’s
radically new practice of philosophy . . . had brought him face to
face with the reality of experiential learning.” A deep rift runs
through Galileo’s mind, as Palmieri reads him: on the one hand,
Galileo ardently strives after a science of nature—which requires
dealing with the reality of experiential learning; on the other
hand, he would like that science to conform to the ideal sketched

tist perspective, true knowledge can be gained only by inter-
vening in the world and attempting to bring disturbing or con-
fusing situations under control. Detached contemplation is “out of
touch,” powerless to penetrate the intricate mysteries of the
world. Only by intervening, risking mistakes and failure, can we
begin to learn the world’s ways.

Was Galileo self-conscious about the revolutionary break he
was making with the methodology of earlier natural philosophy?
Palmieri in his Chapter 7 adduces three pieces of evidence
suggesting that he was.  

During his three-year professorship at the University of Pisa
(1589-1592), Galileo had as friend, tutor, and colleague the
professor of Platonic philosophy, Jacopo Mazzoni. Mazzoni was
a syncretist, seeking to show the compatibility of Plato and
Aristotle with each other and with Christianity. He was, indeed,
the very model of a late sixteenth-century Graeco-Christian phil-
osopher. Yet there was one opinion, apparently shared by Plato
and Aristotle, that Mazzoni took issue with, the opinion that
theoretical mind was categorically distinguishable in kind from
practical mind. Every branch of philosophy, Mazzoni insisted, has
both a theoria and a praxis. Each of these incorporates operations
directed toward particulars. In theoria such operations are for the
sake of propping up the truth; in praxis they are for the sake of
attaining the truth, and of finding the essence of things in the
order of existence. Such praxis Mazzoni saw as dangerously rush-
ing toward particulars, plunging the seeker after truth into the
perilous world of the unstable, of the disturbed situation where
action can make the difference between failure and success. In
this characterization Galileo, struggling to make sense of his
results in the inclined plane experiment, might have recognized
himself. 

Another glimpse into Galileo’s discomfort with the suffering
of experiential learning may be gathered from his Considerazioni
al Tasso. This consists of notes criticizing Tasso’s epic poem,
Gerusalemme liberata. The publication of the poem in 1581 had
sparked a lively debate among Italians as to its merit relative to
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by Mazzoni. Perhaps, Palmieri suggests, Galileo was salvaging
something of Mazzoni’s ideal in his sanitized accounts of his
experiments.

Finally, Palmieri adduces a sonnet written by the dying
Galileo, giving it both in the original Italian and in a translation
by Dennis Looney. The latter runs as follows:

Enigma

Monster am I, stranger and more misshapen
than the harpy, the siren, or the chimera.
There is not a beast on land, in air or water
whose limbs are of such varied forms.
No part of me is the same size as any other part;
What’s more: if one part is white, the other is black.
I often have a band of hunters behind me
who map out the traces of my tracks.
In the darkest gloom I take my rest,
For if I pass from the shadows to bright light,
Quickly the soul flees from me, just as
The dream flees at the break of day.
And I exhaust my discombobulated limbs
And lose my essence, along with life and name.

Palmieri interprets the sonnet as a meditation on experiential
learning, caught between the polarities of individuality and uni-
versality. The metaphor of the monster captures the jagged con-
tour of experience. The darkness is Galileo’s blindness, physical
as well as metaphorical. The hunters are his persecutors, real and
imagined. Only after death, with the loss of individuality, will the
light of truth shine forth. Thus Galileo recognizes that knowledge
is not coextensive with human experience. His sonnet refracts as
through a prism his lifelong pursuit of truth; an active engage-
ment with the life-world, turning up more difficulty and more
unsolved conundrums than he has been able to cope with. The
strife, the tension, as he still relives it toward the end, is tragic in
its intensity. The only resolution is limitless relinquishment.


